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Welcome
Falling prices, rising panic
Some years ago, it was
fashionable to talk about the
Goldilocks economy: neither
too hot (which would trigger
a crash), nor too cold (which
would bring on a recession). In a similar way, policymakers
and central bankers generally aim for a nice steady inflation
rate of 2% or so a year so that government, business and
individuals can plan sensibly and rationally. This is not so easy
at the moment. The spectre of deflation is haunting many
global economies, including the UK and Europe.
As our cover feature this month reports (see page 16), prices
in the 19 eurozone countries were 0.6% down compared with
January 2014. One commentator makes a distinction between
‘good deflation’ and ‘bad deflation’, with bad deflation being
when economic growth is low and the level of unemployment is
high. Another commentator believes that a little, mild deflation
can be a good thing for economic health. It is not, however, such
good news for the eurozone. In austerity-hit Greece deflation is
seen as a symbol of economic collapse. Mainstream economic
analyses consider falling prices to be a bane rather than a boon.
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We look at the example of Japan, which has been in a cycle of
depression and deflation since the mid-1990s. What lessons can
be learnt?
Jetting to Cambodia, I’d like to introduce you to Kimleng
Khoy FCCA, country director of Deloitte, which opened its
doors in Cambodia in September last year. He talks about the
challenges of the new role, but it is only the latest in a life full of
real-life trials that extend far outside the world of accounting.
Khoy describes how he was born to a family of farmers in the
north-western Cambodian province of Battambang in 1974 on
the eve of one of the darkest chapters of the 20th century – the
era of Pol Pot and his Khmer Rouge. A star accountancy student,
Khoy has risen through the ranks and is now instrumental in
encouraging the implementation of accountancy standards in
Cambodia. He is also mentoring younger accountants. His is a
truly inspirational story.
Finally, this month, we have taken the opportunity to
refresh and brighten our cover and pages to reflect ACCA’s new
brand identity.
Lesley Bolton, international editor, lesley.bolton@accaglobal.com
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News | Pictures

► Fast-food first

UK-born Steve
Easterbrook has
become the first nonUS CEO of food chain
McDonald’s, following
the departure of
Don Thompson

▲ Academy honour

PwC’s Martha L Ruiz
has been named
co-leader of balloting
at this year’s Oscars.
The firm has overseen
the Academy Awards
process since 1935

▲ Where is
the hope?
US rapper and Black
Eyed Peas frontman
Will.i.am tells the World
Economic Forum in
Davos, Switzerland,
about growing up poor
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► Hear the thunder

Fans of host nation
Equatorial Guinea
celebrate before the
opening match of the
African Nations Cup,
which Ivory Coast
eventually won in a
penalty shoot-out

Pictures | News
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◄ Traveller oasis

Dubai International
airport is now the world's
top hub for global travel,
overtaking London
Heathrow. Seventy
million passengers
passed through last year

▼ Final call

US president Barack
Obama in New Delhi,
India, at the end of a
three-day visit, after
making a plea for
gender equality and
religious freedom

▼ Bigger bite

Apple reported the
biggest quarterly profit
ever made by a public
company – US$18bn
in Q1. Record sales of
iPhones in China fuelled
the bonanza (see p10)
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News round-up

Eurozone undoes QE purse strings, bright young BRIC things lose their lustre, OECD
urged to simplify governance principles, IFRS lauded, and Africa’s US$50bn of unpaid tax

ECB hits QE button
The European Central
Bank will inject more than
€1 trillion into the eurozone
with a quantitative easing
programme in which €60bn
of assets will be purchased
monthly. The programme is
unfunded and so will increase
the money supply and
stimulate economic activity.
Purchases will continue until
at least September next year,
but will continue after that
if the 2% inflation target has
not been achieved by then.
The value of the euro fell from
almost US$1.22 at the turn

of the year to US$1.13 after
the announcement. Analysts
expect the value of the
euro to continue to fall, with
Barclays predicting it will hit
US$1.07 by the end of 2015.

Mid-life crisis for BRICS
The BRICS nations have
entered ‘a mid-life crisis’ and
must adopt major reforms,
respected economist
Nouriel Roubini has told the
World Economic Forum. As
evidence he cited China’s
growth rate slipping from
10% to 7%, India’s growth
in 2013 touching just 5%,

Brazil’s 2.5%, Russia’s 1.3% and
South Africa’s 1.9%. Emerging
economies need to take action
to boost productivity, move
away from state capitalism,
tighten controls over credit
and currency values, further
open their economies, and
strengthen their political
institutions, he argued.

PwC accused by PAC
PwC has been accused by
the UK’s Public Accounts
Committee of mass-marketed
tax avoidance, including
arrangements used by
multinationals to channel

◄ Swing glow

KPMG has appointed its
brand ambassador, golfer
Stacy Lewis, to a women’s
advisory council

Gender on the KPMG agenda
KPMG has appointed an advisory council to support its Women’s Leadership Summit, which
is to be held as a side event at the Women’s PGA Championship in June. Members include
Adena Friedman, president of Nasdaq; Phebe Novakovic, chairman and CEO of General
Dynamics; Dalynn Hoch, CFO of Zurich North America; and golfer Stacy Lewis, who is an
LPGA player and KPMG brand ambassador. The council also contains senior women within
KPMG in the US – Lynne Doughtie is vice chair, advisory; Kathy Hopinkah Hannan is national
managing partner, corporate responsibility and diversity; and Candy Duncan is chair of the
Women’s Leadership Summit.
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profits via Luxembourg
through intra-company loans.
PAC chair Margaret Hodge
said: ‘We believe that PwC’s
activities represent nothing
short of the promotion
of tax avoidance on an
industrial scale.’ The firm was
also accused of providing
misleading evidence to MPs.
PwC denied it had misled the
committee or promoted tax
avoidance. ‘But we recognise
we need to do more to
explain the positive role we
play in the tax system and in
helping businesses to operate
successfully,’ added PwC.

Governance too complex
The Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and
Development’s principles
of corporate governance
need to be simplified and
focus on fewer high-level
principles, ACCA has urged in
response to the OECD’s public
consultation. The principles
affect how countries develop
their tax codes. Adrian
Berendt, chair of ACCA’s
Global Forum for Governance,
Risk and Performance, said:
‘There is increasing emphasis
on ethical behaviour and
culture in financial services,
but the OECD has missed the
opportunity to address these
issues in the guidance.’

Gay rights at Davos
Gay rights have been
discussed at the World
Economic Forum for the first
time. Beth Brooke-Marciniak,
EY’s global vice-chair of public
policy, told the Forum that Tim
Cook, Apple’s chief executive,
coming out as gay had been
an important step. ‘As an out
executive at EY, everyone

Round-up | News
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Number of MBA graduates who are CEOs of an FT500 company

1

6

3

2

3

Almost a third (31%) of the
world’s top companies are
led by MBA graduates.
This year’s Financial Times
Global MBA rankings
shows elite business
schools account for 104
CEOs in FT500 companies,
with nine schools
accounting for 74 of them,
and Harvard alone for 28;
the graphic here gives
a breakdown.

seemed to want to know
what I thought this meant
for lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender inclusion on a
global scale,’ she said. ‘Since
coming out in 2011, I have
been publicly truer to myself,
and more authentic with
others. Quite simply, it has
made me a better leader.’

Glass ceiling in politics
Women remain significantly
under-represented in politically
elected positions and
ministerial posts, according
to a study by the World Bank
and the Women in Parliaments
Global Forum, supported by
EY. The study, The female
political career, found that
‘genderisation’ of roles and
expectations are a barrier to
women that prevent most from
rising to political heights. Uschi
Schreiber, EY’s global vice chair
for markets, said: ‘The lack of
female representation in our
national legislatures, and in
ministerial positions, matters
as much as in the corporate
boardroom.’ The report was
launched at Davos.
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23 schools
Four schools
NYU: Stern
University of Virginia: Darden
Columbia Business School
University of Pennsylvania: Wharton
University of Chicago: Booth
Northwestern University: Kellogg
Stanford GSB
Insead
Harvard Business School

No turning back on IFRS
The adoption of International
Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) has markedly improved
the quality of cross-border
financial communication,
according to EY’s report
International GAAP 2015.
Despite concerns by global
policymakers that IFRS might
have been a mistake, the
report warns that any move
away from IFRS would be a
backward step. It added that
the use of IFRS over the last
year has continued to increase.

US$50bn tax swindle
Governments in Africa are
failing to collect over US$50bn
a year in taxes – twice the
amount of development aid
received across the continent
– because of corruption and
weak governance, according
to a study by the African
Union and the United Nations
Economic Commission for
Africa. The report, Illicit
financial flows from Africa,
argues that several countries
including Nigeria, Algeria
and Kenya do not have the

8

governmental capacity to
deal with illegal financial
flows. Large companies are
exploiting weaknesses to
avoid taxes and maximise
profits. Major tax reforms
are proposed in the report,
backed by new international
tax agreements.

GT record revenues
Grant Thornton has
announced record global
revenues of US$4.7bn, a rise
of 4.6%, in the year ending
September. The biggest
contributions came from the
Americas, where they grew by
2.8% to US$2bn, and Europe,
which recorded a rise of
6.3% to US$1.9bn. The firm’s
global workforce increased
by 4.3% to 40,197 people in
130 countries.

Praxity keeps growing
The Praxity network of
independent accountancy
firms has reported a 7%
increase in member revenues
for 2014. This is the eighth
successive year of revenue
growth. Fee income hit

28
US$4.4bn in 2014, up from
US$4.1bn in 2013. Growth
was led by corporate finance
activity, where revenues rose
by over 37%. But income
from corporate recovery and
insolvency fell by 4% and
litigation support by over 28%.
The region posting the highest
growth was Latin America,
at over 35%. Praxity member
firms include Mazars and BKD.
For more on the firms’ results
see page 39.

Amazon deal ‘broke law’
The European Commission
has published the initial
findings of its investigation
into Luxembourg’s tax deal
with Amazon. Commission
investigators believe
Luxembourg broke EU law
by offering the online retailer
a lower, capped, tax liability.
Amazon could be required
to repay underpaid tax,
which could run to hundreds
of millions of euros. Both
Luxembourg and Amazon
reject the findings, arguing
that their tax agreements
comply with EU law.

»
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China bears fruit
Apple’s China revenues grew by 70% in Q1 2015 (to 27 December 2014) year on year – more
than triple its growth rate in the Americas and Europe. Analysts predict that China could
overtake Europe in the current quarter to become Apple’s second biggest market.

US$16,144

US$9,496

US$74,599

US$57,594

to move beyond compliance
to provide information that is
useful to current and potential
investors on areas such as
strategy and forecasting.

CFO think-tank set up
India’s government and
KPMG have jointly established
the CFO Board as a forum
for discussing financial
management and governance.
The initiative was launched
by India’s minister of state
for finance, Jayant Sinha.
The 23-member working
group contains senior finance
professionals, and is chaired
by M Damodaran, a former
chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Board of India.

Change looms for banks
16.5% in Q1 2014
China accounted for 16.5% of Apple’s total
revenue for Q1 2014

21.6% in Q1 2015
China accounted for 21.6% of Apple’s total
revenue for Q1 2015

Greater China (inc Hong Kong and Taiwan)

Total Apple

Russia cuts spending

Obama urges tax hikes

Russia’s government is cutting
public spending by 10% to
deal with its growing fiscal
crisis. Only the armed services
and some social budgets
will be exempted. However,
analysts warned the cuts do
not go far enough to offset the
costs of bailing out Russian
banks, hit by sanctions and the
collapse in oil prices, for which
the government has set aside
US$3.7bn. Meanwhile, the
Bank of Russia has lowered its
benchmark interest rate from
17% to 15% in an attempt to
stimulate the economy. Russia
has also been hit by further
credit ratings downgrades
by Moody’s, Fitch and S&P.
Government bonds were
cut by Moody’s from Prime
2 to Prime 3. Both Moody’s
and Fitch still give Russia an
investment-grade rating, but
have placed the country on
negative watch. S&P followed
Moody’s by downgrading the
country to one notch below
investment-grade.

In his seventh State of
the Union address as US
president, Barack Obama
called for ‘middle class
economics’. He proposed tax
cuts for workers and tax hikes
for big business – including a
14% tax on cash held overseas
by US corporations. The
proposals have no realistic
chance of approval given
the Republicans’ control of
Congress. The president’s
confidence has risen with the
US budget deficit falling from
US$483bn in early 2014 to
US$468bn – 2.6% of GDP – this
year. In 2009 the budget deficit
was 9.8% of GDP.
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Arab Marshall Plan
Proposals for an Arab
Stabilisation Plan based
on the post-Second World
War Marshall Plan in Europe
were put forward at the
World Economic Forum at
Davos. Backers argue that
the region’s infrastructure
requires modernisation, but

that countries such as Egypt,
Jordan, Yemen and Tunisia
do not have the revenues
to finance this. High youth
unemployment and weak
growth could be addressed
by a sharp increase in
infrastructure investment, it is
argued. The proposal was put
forward by Majid Jafar, CEO
of Crescent Petroleum, with
backing from Salam Fayyad,
a former prime minister of
Palestine, and Khalid Abdulla
Janahi, who has been a PwC
partner in the region.

Info battle for CFOs
CFOs in global companies
find it increasingly difficult
to satisfy investor demands
for information and their
regulatory obligations,
according to an EY report
Connected reporting:
responding to complexity and
rising stakeholder demands.
Some 70% of global CFOs find
it hard to meet the competing
demands, while 74% believe
their company reporting needs

Banks will have to undertake
major transformation exercises
and ‘reinvent themselves’,
according to EY’s Global
banking outlook 2015. To
succeed in a new operating
environment, banks will need
to focus more on profitability,
targeting specific activities
for revenue growth. They will
rationalise their structures,
with narrower objectives,
serving fewer customer
segments and with greater
outsourcing of back-office
functions. Banks will also have
to offer customised products
that reflect the specific needs
of account holders.

Kenya brings back CGT
Kenya is reintroducing capital
gains tax after nearly 30 years
in a move that could dampen
Nairobi’s heated property
market. Several other African
countries have taken similar
steps in recent years. Kenya is
initially setting the CGT rate
at 5%. The move has caused
a fall in values in Kenyan
stocks after the tax authority
confirmed to the Nairobi
Securities Exchange that the
tax would apply to shares. ■
Compiled by Paul Gosling,
journalist
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On the rise
▲ People try the iPhone 6 at a Smart
Store in Phnom Penh

► A general view of the National
Assembly in Phnom Penh, one of the two
houses of the Parliament of Cambodia
▼ Students release balloons into the
sky in Phnom Penh during a ceremony
marking the 36th anniversary of the
toppling of Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge
regime

‘If I don’t
understand, I
ask. Even now as
leader of Deloitte
Cambodia, I am
not afraid to ask
my new juniors’
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Cambodia challenge

While setting up Deloitte in Cambodia has been a challenge for Kimleng Khoy FCCA,
it is only the latest in a life full of real-life trials that extend far outside of accounting

T

he panoramic view from D22, a chic new restaurant and
skybar, offers the local executive Deloitte has tapped to
head up its Cambodian expansion a quick insight into
a rapidly developing Phnom Penh. Once a low-lying urban
sprawl, Cambodia’s capital city has begun to develop a skyline,
with a handful of high-rise towers already in place and several
more construction projects underway.
The country’s GDP has grown at an average of 7.6% since
1995 and shows no signs of slipping in the near future. All of this
growth has lured the latest Big Four firm to enter the Cambodian
market – Deloitte, which arrived in September 2014.
Its new branch will be led by Kimleng Khoy FCCA, a softspoken 40-year-old, and one of the most accomplished figures
in his country’s budding accounting industry. His track record
includes over 14 years at PwC, where he specialised in assurance
and later led their advisory services. He has also played a key
public role, as president of the Kampuchea Institute of Certified
Public Accountants and Auditors (KICPAA) and a board member
of the National Accounting Council of Cambodia (NAC).
When speaking to Accounting and Business in late
November, Khoy was putting together an initial team of 20 to
25 employees and setting up Deloitte’s permanent office, which
has just opened. ‘I know there are challenges to setting up a new
firm,’ he says. ‘But the opportunities are huge. There is a lot of
room for growth for a new firm like Deloitte – we have a lot of
global clients that we have to serve operations-wide.’
Cambodia became the 10th country under the Deloitte
Southeast Asia Ltd practice, which is run as a single entity with
one CEO, one COO, one support shared service (in different
parts of the region), and one income statement. Khoy says
the structure has some upsides, such as an easier sharing
of resources and expertise across different countries. An
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)-wide focus may
also be an important factor as the ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC), which aims to create a single market across ASEAN
countries, is implemented in December 2015.
While setting up Deloitte is a challenge for Khoy, his own
life has been equally challenging. Khoy was born to a family
of farmers in the north-western province of Battambang in
1974, on the eve of one of the darkest historical chapters of
the 20th century. In 1975, Pol Pot and his Khmer Rouge seized
power in Cambodia and under their genocidal four-year reign
approximately 1.7 million people, more than 20% of the country’s
population, lost their lives. From the very beginning, doctors,
teachers, professionals and almost anyone with an education
were singled out, leaving a gap still felt in the country today.

»

2014 to present

Country director, Deloitte (Cambodia)
Co Ltd

2000 to 2014

Director, PwC, Cambodia and UK

CV

2006 to 2008

Secondment: executive, PwC, Birmingham, UK

1997 to 2000

Senior auditor, Ernst & Young, Cambodia

2013 to present

President of the Kampuchea Institute of Certified Public
Accountant and Auditors (KICPAA)

2008 to present

Member of the Board of the National Accounting Council
of Cambodia (NAC)
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Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Limited (DTTL) is the largest
professional services network
in the world, with US$34.2bn in
revenue in 2014 and more than
210,000 employees worldwide in
more than 150 countries.

Basics

Deloitte Cambodia was established in September
2014, joining Deloitte Southeast Asia which now
operates in 11 countries in the region: Brunei,
Cambodia, Guam, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and
Vietnam.
Deloitte Southeast Asia is a member firm of DTTL,
and operates as a cohesive entity with over 6,300 staff
and over 270 partners.

When the Khmer Rouge was driven out of power by the
Vietnamese in 1979, Kimleng was able to return to his village with
his family, where he was raised by his grandparents in extreme
poverty. He recalls his grandmother selling hand-rolled cigarettes
and his grandfather collecting coconuts to survive. Even under
those difficult circumstances, Khoy loved to study and was an
excellent student.
He finished high school in 1992 near the top of his class and,
after much convincing, his grandparents allowed him to continue
on to university. He says the sticking point was the US$20-25 per
month he would need for expenses.

Opening up
Around this time, Cambodia was
beginning to open up to the rest of the
world. A United Nations-sanctioned
election was held in 1993 and foreign
aid poured in. One aid project was
Maharishi Vedic University, east
of Phnom Penh (now called Chea
Sim University of Kamchaymear), a
partnership between the Cambodian
government and the Australian Aid for
Cambodia Fund (AACF). Khoy applied
and was accepted to the inaugural
class. The university was not only free,
they even supported their students with
a US$5 stipend per month. ‘I was so
happy,’ Khoy says, laughing.
Classes were taught by Australian
lecturers in English – which almost none
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of the students, Kimleng included, understood. However, with
the help of in-class translators and part-time tutors, students
were eventually able to work through either marketing or
accounting courses. Khoy says he fell into accounting because it
suited his more mathematical brain.
Once again, Khoy was a star student and one of a few to join
an internship programme at Ernst & Young, which had recently
begun operating in Cambodia. After he graduated in 1997, Khoy
was hired full-time and rose to the role of senior auditor, when EY
temporarily suspended its operations in Cambodia in 2000. Its
staff was absorbed by PwC, where Khoy remained until 2014.
It was at PwC that Khoy received support to study for his
ACCA Qualification, which required frequent trips to Vietnam as
higher-level courses were not offered
at the time in Cambodia. He finished
in 2004, becoming one of the very first
Cambodians to qualify. He regrets that
he was not able to begin his ACCA
Qualification earlier.
At PwC, Khoy initially focused
on auditing and assurance, where
he was an engagement leader and
engagement manager for the audits of
several key clients of the firm, including
banks, microfinance institutions, an
insurance company, a leading global
oil and gas organisation, utility service
providers, telecommunications, trading
and service companies, multinationals
and international and local non-profit
organisations.

‘When I started
out, management
in almost all
subsidiaries of
multinational
corporations were
foreigners’

Interview | Focus

His time at PwC also included a two-year secondment to the
UK, where he worked in the network’s Birmingham office. When
Khoy returned to Cambodia in 2008, the firm was looking to expand
its advisory services and asked him to coordinate and ultimately
direct the new operations. ‘Risk and control services were more
in demand,’ he says, ‘because as you can guess, companies in
Cambodia were starting to grow up. Small companies wanted to
embrace the opportunity of the ASEAN economic community, so
they wanted to strengthen their internal practice.’
His advisory work included internal audit, internal controls
review, development of financial policy and procedures,
accounting consulting advice, compliance review and enterprise
risk management. In 2012, Khoy also helped the first listing
of a Cambodian company on the Cambodia Securities
Exchange, the Phnom Penh Water Supply Authority, leading
the audit engagement as well as the IPO (initial public offering)
engagement with the support of a central capital market team.
Khoy had little experience on the advisory side of the
business, but he accepted the challenge, which he says
ultimately broadened his perspective. ‘Auditing is very much
regulated,’ he says. ‘You have to do this or say this exactly. After
a few years in advisory work, I think that my mindset opened up a
bit.’ Khoy says the experience also gave him confidence to take
on ever-bigger challenges, such as the presidency of KICPAA and
joining the NAC board.
Major challenges remain not just for Khoy and Deloitte,
but Cambodia as a whole. While Cambodia’s growth has been
impressive for almost two decades, serious problems exist on
almost every macro level. A recent country study by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) summarised just a few of the issues:
‘Infrastructure remains inadequate and unreliable, education
attainment and skills are subpar, governance is weak, and savings
rates are still low.’
The country is particularly plagued by corruption, ranking 156
out of 175 countries in the recent 2014 Corruption Perceptions
Index released by Transparency International. And on the World
Bank’s Ease of Doing Business rankings, Cambodia comes in at
135 out of 189 countries.

Quick adoption
From an accounting standpoint, and on the positive side,
Cambodia has been quick to adopt frameworks such as the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and IFRS for
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (IFRS for SMEs).
‘However, when it comes to implementation, that’s a different
thing,’ Khoy says with a ready laugh. There are still only 79
ACCA-qualified Cambodian accountants in the entire country,
and many businesses simply don’t have exposure to the complex
kinds of transactions covered in modern financial reporting.
Much of Cambodian business still operates in an unregulated
informal economy, and even those companies that meet the legal
requirements for auditing rarely comply. Precise statistics are
unavailable, but Khoy estimates the number to be less than 10%.
Yet there are many reasons for optimism, Khoy says. He has
worked with the National Accounting Council on a draft law
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On the challenges he faces setting up
Deloitte’s operations in Cambodia, still
a nascent market, Khoy says: ‘There
are a very limited number of qualified
candidates that match the needs of
the firm, so to get a pool of talent,
that’s quite a challenge. I managed to
bring in quite good people with me, but we still have to
continue to develop people. In terms of dealing with other
agencies, like the government, tax [agencies] and banks,
I guess we are on the same playing field as the other
accounting firms. You would imagine all these big firms are
playing by the rules – if I have a challenge, they have the
same challenge.’
Cambodia’s business and cultural environment is one
where ‘saving face’ is very important and saying you do
not know an answer is frowned upon. Khoy says one
reason for his success has been his ability to ask for help:
‘If I don’t understand anything, I ask. I don’t keep silent.
Even now as leader of Deloitte Cambodia, I am not afraid
of asking my new juniors: “What do you think about this?
I don’t know how to do this, can you help?” I don’t fear
asking even small things.’

Tips

that will give greater authority to NAC to work with companies
that do not audit, for example. The NAC is also developing an
accounting template that is easier for small businesses to use
and that will help them in terms of understanding basic financial
data such as revenues and expenses. These efforts are vital for
Cambodia to be able to improve on its tax collection – as a
recent report from Deloitte University Press notes: ‘Cambodia
urgently needs to reform public finances. In 2013 total tax
revenues were US$881m, just above 5% of nominal GDP.’
In the meantime, Khoy is mentoring younger accountants and
helping many in his extended family pursue their own education.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, several of them – including a niece, nephew
and stepsister – have followed his footsteps into accounting. His
longer-term vision is to open a school back in his home province of
Battambang. ‘I have always been thinking about leaving something
for this country or even for this world when I go away. So that’s really
something that I want to set up,’ he says.
Khoy also sees a major difference in the accounting field
today compared to when he started out almost two decades
ago. He notes that English skills are widely improved among
Cambodian youth today and that ACCA courses are much
easier to access than when he was starting out. There are
also Cambodian business leaders such as himself now in
management positions at all the major firms.
‘When I started out, management in almost all subsidiaries of
multinational corporations were foreigners at that time,’ he says.
‘But now, we have grown up.’ ■
Thomas Maresca, journalist based in Phnom Penh
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Feeling deflated

Deflation is a reality in Japan and the eurozone, and is looming elsewhere, but
what does this really mean for businesses adjusting to this unfamiliar climate?

S

tanding on the forecourt of your local garage filling
up the car with petrol is a slightly more pleasant
experience these days, at least on the wallet. The
price of unleaded fuel in the UK in early February 2015
was 105.9p per litre, with one petrol station in Birmingham
charging 99.7p per litre – a price not seen since 2009. Petrol
may only be one example of prices going down, but paying
less cash in return for a full tank makes it hard to see what is
bad about deflation.
Cheaper fuel, along with lower energy prices, contributed
to a drop in the UK rate of inflation of 0.5% in December 2014,
down from 1% in November (as measured by the Consumer
Prices Index (CPI)). According to the Office for National Statistics
(ONS), the last time 12-monthly inflation in the UK was this low
was in May 2000. This is record-breaking, partly because CPI data
only goes back to 1989. But even on other measures, you have
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to look back to the 1950s to find similar stories on price inflation/
deflation. Historic stuff.
The inflation – sorry, the deflation – picture in the eurozone is
even more remarkable. Deflation across the 19 countries that use
the eurozone currency appears to be gathering pace. In January,
prices in the eurozone were down 0.6% compared with January
2014. That was a further fall from December, when the negative
rate of deflation was 0.2%.

Good versus bad deflation
While consumers may take cheer from a cheaper cost of living,
policymakers and politicians usually take a contrary view,
although their distaste depends on the reasons behind the
deflation.
Martin Beck, senior economic adviser to the EY Item Club,
makes a distinction between ‘good deflation’ and ‘bad deflation’:

Deflation | Focus

‘Whether deflation is good or bad depends on what causes
prices to fall,’ he says. ‘Bad deflation is when economic growth is
low and unemployment is high. But in the UK we have got good
deflation because prices are falling due to a fall in the price of
oil, commodities and foodstuffs. Since we consume and import
a lot of those, that is good news for the UK. And it is good news
for the real incomes of households because they have got more
disposable income and can buy more for their money.’
Alpesh Paleja, the CBI’s head of economic analysis, thinks
that a little mild deflation can be good for economic health,
mostly because ‘it does have a benefit on consumers, as it
boosts purchasing power’. However, it is not such good news
for the countries in the eurozone. Beck says: ‘We haven’t seen
much economic growth in the eurozone, and we have got high
unemployment there. So some of the very low inflation – or even
deflation – is driven by the bust economy. At the same time, they
are also benefiting from the same factors that the UK is enjoying:
low oil prices, low petrol prices,
falling commodity prices. So
whereas arguably in the UK the
► Cost-cutters
negative inflation is good, in the
With Japan still
eurozone some of it is good and
experiencing a decadessome of it is bad.’
long cycle of depression
Iyanatul Islam is an economist
and deflation, many
at the International Labour
people have adapted
Organisation (ILO), an agency of
and are embracing a
the United Nations whose objective low-cost lifestyle
is to promote rights at work. He
points out that while general
eurozone deflation was -0.2%, ‘in recession-ravaged Greece, prices
are declining at a rate of -2.5%. And that is the problem; deflation
is seen as a symbol of economic collapse.’ Islam adds: ‘From a lay
person’s perspective, deflation might be seen as a boon, as falling
prices boost purchasing power. [However,] mainstream economic
analysis perceives falling prices as a bane rather than a boon. This
is because expectations about key macro-variables – the inflation
rate, growth, etc – drive current private-sector spending decisions.
Expectations of falling prices induce workers to hold back spending
decisions, and this acts as a drag on aggregate demand.’

Lessons from Japan
Few in the West have experience of falling prices, so it is hard to
predict whether we really would stop buying cars and furniture
now in the expectation they would be cheaper next month. Our
collective experience is just the opposite: in the 1970s, rising
oil prices were accompanied by severe recession and surging
inflation. Slaying inflation became the overriding political task.
But Japan provides a worked example of what happens when
the opposite problem – deflation – takes hold. A major asset
bubble burst at the start of the 1990s. In turn, this set a cycle of
depression and deflation from the mid to late 1990s, the effects
of which are still just about felt today. Accountant Richard Naish
runs a mentoring/training company based in Nottingham in the
East Midlands but, with family and business ties with Japan, he
has seen the effects of deflation at first hand.
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Naish points out that the Japanese have adapted to the
phenomenon of prices going down, and deflation has its limits.
‘Expensive luxury goods did not drop in price even under
deflation,’ he points out. ‘But for everyday non-perishable items
everyone, even the wealthy, now shops first at the ¥100 shop
– the equivalent of the pound-shop – and there is no shame in
doing so. What you can’t get there, you go to other shops for.
Everyone is more cost-conscious.’
It has also changed other social attitudes. ‘With the postbubble economy, the job for life started getting rarer,’ says
Naish. ‘Now, with deflation, a new social group has evolved,
called the “freeter”: younger people who don’t have a full-time
job but get a bit of part-time work here and there, and earn just
enough to pay for a low-cost living style that is now available
under deflation. With the extra time, “free time”, they do things
that interest them more, whether that is creative, gaming or just
hanging out with friends and having a chilled lifestyle.’
Naish points out that the Japanese have a different attitude
to much of the West when it comes to the culture of personal
debts and savings. ‘The Japanese had cash saved up diligently
for no good reason apart from good self-discipline and selfrestraint – the antithesis of the “have-it-now” mentality that is
so strong in UK,’ Naish says. ‘So they could weather the lack of
salary rises for a while. It remains a question whether Britons have
such a buffer to ease any initial discomfort over deflation.’

Time to adjust
But it is unlikely the British will have to test their resolve. Beck
says: ‘We are entering an era of low inflation – inflation this year
in the UK will be zero, with price falls in the first half of the year
and inflation expected to pick up in the second half of the year.’
If this is an era of low inflation – even if not outright deflation
in the UK – then businesses and workers are going to have to
adjust. ‘Businesses have traditionally planned their operations on
the basis that prices are going to be rising and the revenues are
picking up,’ Beck says. ‘If we are living in a world where

»
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come down even more is not a palatable way ahead. Business
leaders along with government will need to react to this
environment, and finance directors will need to think constantly
about cost. ‘There is definitely less waste on the big “salaryman”
entertaining and taking taxis home after working late,’ Naish
notes. ‘Everyone is more cost conscious than in the bubble days.’
But he adds that there is still a desire for quality, and that can
lead to business innovation. ‘Uniqlo is an example – a Japanese
brand selling cheap, fashionable clothing made in China, but
made to exacting Japanese quality standards.’ Indeed, Uniqlo
was described by the Financial Times as ‘a poster child for
consumer-price deflation in Japan’.

Tough sales, uncertain times

price rises are going to be very low or non-existent, judging
company performance will not be done on turnover rising. You
are going to focus more on what you are going to do to cut costs
and costs margins by keeping costs down. It is a different world
in that respect.’
Consumers like buying petrol that is cheap; they like it less if
employers want to talk pay and deflation in the same sentence.
‘If deflation becomes entrenched, there is a risk that it starts
to filter into areas such as wages,’ Paleja says. ‘If prices fall,
companies may seek to slow wage settlements. And while wages
can be quite slow to adjust downwards, it is certainly a possibility.
If you get an unholy alliance of falling prices and falling incomes,
then governments will feel the effect in terms of reduced tax
revenues, and that can certainly happen.’
Governments also hate deflation because it takes away one
of their biggest weapons in sorting out the public finances. The
effect of inflation on government debt is the same as a small
default, except no angst. ‘Deflation significantly raises the real
burden of debt,’ Paleja continues. ‘The debt becomes a lot
more expensive to service and paying off the capital is also
harder. With deflation, real interest rates are higher so the cost of
servicing the debt is also higher. Deflation makes paying down
debt much more difficult.’
And of course it is not just governments that borrow. Islam
says: ‘Deflation increases the real value of the debt held by
private companies and the public sector, and thus constrains
the ability of both sectors to repair balance sheets that were
impaired by the 2007-2009 global financial crises. This in turn
slows down the resumption of sustainable growth, as economic
agents are unable to embark on normal spending plans.’
Paleja notes that once it takes hold, action available to deal
with deflation is limited. ‘The policy response, from government
and central bankers, can be quite difficult,’ he says. ‘You can cut
interest rates down to zero but no further. Once you have done
that, what do you do?’
The risk that we all just sit on our hands waiting for prices to
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But it seems to be the exception in terms of success stories.
Different business sectors will be hit in different ways. While
motorists can afford to smile, oil companies are smarting. Both
BP and Shell have announced plans
to slash billions from their capital
◄ Petrol
expenditure programmes and have
plummets
enacted large-scale redundancy
As petrol prices come
programmes, providing a tough
down, BP and Shell
reminder of the other side of price
are reviewing their
falls that has seen oil collapse from
capital expenditure
US$115 a barrel in June 2014 to
programmes
US$50 in early 2015.
Paleja suggests that CBI members
could take advantage of falling fuel and other commodity prices
by rebuilding margins that have been put under strain in the last
few years – although sectors such as retail already wilting under
the heat of intense competition may just use falling input costs
as another weapon to try and entice consumers into their stores
or onto their websites. And those involved in export markets –
especially into the eurozone – have to deal with appearing to be
more expensive thanks to currency movements at a time when
no European buyer is in a financial or psychological mood to
accept higher prices. 2015 looks set to be a heady brew of tough
sales in uncertain times.
A few years ago, it was fashionable to talk about the
Goldilocks economy: neither too hot that it would crash, nor
too cold that recession would take hold. In a similar way, policy
makers and central bankers are aiming for nice, steady inflation
of 2% or so a year so government, business and individuals
can all plan sensibly and rationally. But that is not the story at
the moment, Islam says: ‘The European Central Bank has to
rely on unconventional monetary policy interventions – such
as quantitative easing – but their effectiveness in increasing
inflationary expectations and growth is uncertain.’
Still, amidst all the uncertainty, if you’re looking for an
upside, it is unlikely that visiting Japan will ever be such
good value again. Naish says set lunch in a decent sit-down
restaurant is ¥800 or £4.50 in central Tokyo. Could Paris or
Berlin go so low? ■
Peter Williams, accountant and journalist
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Do we need assurance?
Ramona Dzinkowski considers the chicken-and-the-egg scenario surrounding
the demand for audit assurance related to integrated reporting

Ramona Dzinkowski is a
Canadian economist and
editor-in-chief of
the Sustainable
Accounting Review
Last summer the International
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC)
released two discussion papers for
comment around the role of audit
assurance related to integrated
reporting (IR). Final responses to
Assurance on IR: an introduction to
the discussion and Assurance on IR: an
exploration of the issues were received
in December 2014 from 61 individuals.
Most were in favour of an evolving
assurance model or guidelines for IR.
But exactly how that would roll out is a
bit of a mystery.
The International Federation of
Accountants (IFAC) points to the
chicken and egg question around IR
and assurance. More specifically, Fayez
Choudhury, CEO, considers whether the
development of assurance guidance/
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practice will lead to greater adoption of
IR, or whether more widespread use of IR
will lead to the development of assurance
practice/standards.
‘It is possible that the availability
of appropriate assurance might lead
to greater adoption and use of the IR
framework,’ he says. ‘Alternatively, it may
not be until IR has been in existence for
several more years that assurance might
be demanded or required.’
Important questions about assurance
can’t be addressed until these demand
issues have been considered, he suggests.
KPMG tends to agree, but sees no
reason to wait. IR is a work in progress,
and the assurance that can be given will
be a function of the nature of the report
anyway – or so my interpretation of their
comments goes.

KPMG comments: ‘A range of
assurance approaches will be required
depending on the maturity of the report
being assured. Assurance in respect of
IR will be driven by market demand, and
we expect assurance solutions to evolve
and align with market needs as reporting
practice in this area matures.’
If that’s true and if the preparers have
anything to say about it, this is likely to be
very slow going indeed.
The IIRC has just released its 2014 IR
yearly review, claiming that IR is on the
uptake around the world. However, when
considering the need for an independent
audit of their integrated reports, those
companies with the most experience in
the IR space say ‘thanks, but no thanks’.
According to the CFO Forum, a
discussion group of major Johannesburg
Stock Exchange-listed and state-owned
companies in South Africa where IR
began: assurance is not likely to be a costeffective mechanism to ensure credibility
in their reports; the responsibility of
ensuring the credibility and integrity of
integrated reports should be left to the
board; more detailed guidance around
IR would be required before for the
comprehensive external assurance of
integrated reports; and a low priority
should be placed on assurance of IR.
It also suggests that market demand
is not likely to come from the users of
financial reports either, noting that ‘the
readers of the integrated reports are
satisfied with the references to assurance
of underlying information, such as audited
annual financial statements’.
Perhaps American CFOs would have
the same sentiments should IR catch on
there anytime soon.
Meanwhile, the debate carries on
elsewhere. The International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) has
just formed a working group on assurance
around IR that will be examining these
issues further. ■
For more information:
www.sustainableaccountingreview.com
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Getting Africa airborne

Africa’s economic and social transformation will not get off the ground without
public investment in its underfunded aviation industry, says Alnoor Amlani
As International Air Transport
Association (IATA) CEO Tony Tyler
famously stated at its 69th AGM in
2013 in Cape Town: ‘Nowhere is the
potential for aviation greater than on
the African continent – the home to a
billion people spread across 20% of the
world’s land mass.’
Africa’s relatively underdeveloped
transport road and rail infrastructure
means that often the only way to reach
destinations within the continent in
good time is via air transport. Within
Africa, Ethiopian Airlines currently flies
to 42 destinations, Kenya Airways has 36
destinations and South African Airways
has 24. These airlines dominate the
African aviation industry.
Yet with each of the continent’s 54
countries aspiring to have a national
airline, uniting Africa’s airline industry is a
huge challenge. Many of these national
carriers are propped up for pride by
their governments and, inevitably quite
a few have failed over the years. The
fragmentation makes it more difficult and
expensive to travel by air in Africa and
adversely affects its safety record.
In fact, safety is the most pressing
problem for Africa, with one accident
for every 270,000 flights. This is much
worse than the international average of
one accident for every five million flights,
but the effect is not uniform across the
continent. South African Airways, Kenya
Airways and Ethiopian Airlines have better
safety records than the continent average
due to better financing, safety procedures
and international alliances.
According to IATA, Africa’s air
passenger numbers have nearly doubled
in the last decade, from 40 million to
almost 70 million per annum between
2003 and 2013. Today the African aviation
industry provides 6.7 million jobs and
generates almost US$68m in economic
activity. Yet consolidating the industry
across the continent continues to be
elusive, despite much effort. Since 1988
the Yamoussoukro Declaration set up
in Ivory Coast with the agreement of 44
countries and the lofty goal of uniting

Alnoor Amlani FCCA
is a director of The
Numberworks, a financial
management consultancy
practice based in Nairobi
the continent’s airlines has not yet been
implemented properly yet.
Governments across the continent
have been dragging their heels compared
to the private sector in the development
of the aviation industry. All the major
airports are still government owned,
developed and maintained. It may
therefore not be surprising to note that
airports in Africa have expanded very little
over the decade that passenger growth
has almost doubled, becoming the major
bottleneck to growth. Passengers often
choose to leave the continent briefly when
travelling to destinations within Africa,
choosing to fly with international carriers
instead of African airlines because the
transit is in a much more pleasant airport.
However, since last year, governments
have been responding to this and

currently almost 40 new airport projects
have been announced across the
continent. This will help to correct the
imbalance, but without privatisation of
these airports the misstep between airline
and airport growth will continue.
There is a growing recognition that
the economic and social transformation
of Africa is not possible without an
excellent aviation industry providing
safe, reasonably priced, timely, regular
and comfortable flights between African
destinations and the rest of the world.
Governments now need to back up
this recognition with specific investments,
divestments and policy decisions
designed to boost the aviation industry
to new heights, keeping pace with the
growth of Africa’s new empowered middle
class that is ready to fly. ■
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Step away from the list!

Finance professionals have a central role to play in making their organisations’ risk
reporting more meaningful for users, says ACCA president Anthony Harbinson

It’s clear that, in these changing and
challenging times, the pressures
on finance professionals have never
been greater.
Taking on more strategic and
leadership roles means that we must
also play an increasingly vigilant role in
business operations. Part of that entails
helping to develop a risk challenge
culture, enabling our organisations to
anticipate risks and manage them.
Finance professionals must have their
radar tuned for a whole range of potential
risks – both internal and external – and
ensure that, where there is a suspicion
of wrongdoing, a system is in place to
enable an employee, a customer or client
to blow the whistle.
We believe that whistleblowing laws
and policies must be promoted by finance
professionals, working in both the public
and private sector around the world.
Wherever they work, finance
professionals have a critical role to play
in building public trust by championing
the development of anti-corruption
procedures and cultures. That will help
to build a healthy organisational culture,
which is a prerequisite of good governance
and risk management and, by extension,
long-term business performance.
As financial professionals, we also have
a central role in reporting the risks our
organisations or clients face.
A recent ACCA report, Risk Reporting
(see page 42), concluded that there was a

Risk reporting
often shows
a ‘tick-box’
approach, with
little challenge
from boards or
auditors
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need for risk reports to move away from
being ‘too bland, too generic, too wordy
and too biased on the positive’.
The overwhelming view expressed by
users was that risk reporting took a ‘tickbox’ approach and was process-driven,
with little or no challenge emerging from
boards, auditors or investors about the
potentially damaging what-ifs that could
destroy businesses.
Users want risk reports to clearly
identify the key risks faced, with an
explanation of why management believes
these risks to be critical and what it is
doing to mitigate them. A good risk

report should identify new and emerging
risks and explain how management
assesses risk throughout the year.
Good risk reporting gives investors
greater confidence – a greater disclosure
of risk provides an opportunity to
demonstrate the strength of an
organisation’s controls and management
– and we as finance professionals must be
the key driver in improving risk reporting
and, therefore, risk management. ■
Anthony Harbinson FCCA is director of
safer communities in Northern Ireland’s
Department of Justice
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The view from
James Wu FCCA, financial analyst, Pacific Insight
Electronics, Vancouver, Canada

management and contribute to corporate
achievements, as well as fine-tuning
project-based analysis to add value to the
company’s R&D activity.
It’s a job description that’s never been
set in stone – and with the company
being small and relatively agile, I’m not
constrained by rigid templates. Knowing
you’re trusted to make and implement
recommendations can be as rewarding as
the work itself.

I’m in a head office role but I work
remotely from the main finance team.
I originally started working for the
company in Nelson, where our CEO was
based – but as that’s an eight-hour drive
from Vancouver, I spent all my time there,
coming back only once a month to visit
my family.
When the Vancouver office opened,
I was extremely happy from a work-life
balance angle and I moved my family from
Shanghai. My CEO visits regularly, my
CFO is close to hand, and my son gets his
dad to read stories to him again or take
him to the playground.
This job appealed to me, as it was
newly created. I’ve been able to help
gradually streamline all the analysis and
financial reporting to support senior

‘Knowing you’re
trusted to make
and implement
recommendations
can be as
rewarding as the
work itself’

You can find transferable knowledge
if you think laterally. My background
is in big company finance. When I lived
in China, I held senior roles at two major
multinational fast food franchises. Now I’m
in automotive electronics, so I’ve had to
learn a lot.
The products and services couldn’t be
more different, but much of the financial
planning and analysis activity calls for
similar skill sets. My understanding of
retail franchising concepts and processes
is also proving useful, as I’m used to
dealing with eclectic sales models and
complex product ranges.
This could be a crucial year for the
profession in Canada for enhancing our
image in society and speaking with a
louder and more influential voice. From
a business perspective, global adoption
of International Financial Reporting
Standards means more companies need
accountants to understand IFRS.
Volunteer finance work enhanced my
marketability when I arrived from
China. Finding work is typically the
biggest challenge for all new immigrants.
I acted as a mentor at a neighbourhood
tax clinic for people on lower incomes,
helping them with filing and advisory
services. If you’re in search of a more
comfortable life, more rewarding work
and a better education for your children,
it’s part of what you go through.
My ACCA Qualification meant I only
had one paper to complete for my CGA
certificate, but building local experience
was also essential for hiring companies. ■

Snapshot: construction
Accountants working in the
construction industry are seeing
continuing cost pressures. The
reduction in capacity brought
about by the economic downturn
continues to result in supply
shortages and long lead times
for certain materials. Meanwhile,
demand in the industry is rising,
so contractors in some sectors
are now able to be more risk
averse. Whereas in recent years a
contractor may have been willing
to take on onerous contract and
payment terms to secure work, they
are now seeking to share more of
the risk of cost inflation with clients.
The issue of rising costs could
also be detrimental to land values.
Although construction costs often
represent a reasonably small part
of a development appraisal, recent
rises have been significant, and
could therefore materially impact
on the price that a developer is
willing to pay for a development
site. Equally, for developers already
holding sites, a higher cost to
develop them could, all other things
being equal, reduce their value.
Construction cost pressures won’t
continue to rise unabated forever
but, in the short term at least,
they have to be worked around.
Developers may start to simplify
their projects, increase the use of
quicker prefabrication technologies
and look to markets with suppliers
that have lower cost bases.
Will Matthews, senior research
manager, Deloitte Real Estate
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A very corporate
adventure
Corporate venturing is taking off as companies begin
bringing start-ups in-house to drive innovation

The worlds of the start-up and the
established corporate often seem
light-years apart, with smaller, nimbler
companies looking like they may have
a definite edge as business increasingly
goes digital.
Faced with the choice of losing
market share or having to buy out the
competition at great expense, companies
are looking at other solutions, where they
can tap into the entrepreneurial energy
and innovation of the start-up. An obvious
way for a business to do this is to operate
in a similar manner to a venture capital
fund, but looking beyond the purely
financial returns.
Oil giant BP originally set up BP
Alternative Energy to invest in alternative
energy sources such as wind, biofuels
and solar power. But Rob Mutchell, head
of finance at BP Alternative Energy and
CFO of BP Ventures, explains that such
investments are increasingly being made
to deliver benefits to BP’s upstream and
downstream businesses such as better oil
recovery rates or safety benefits.

Strategic gains
‘It’s just as important that we see the
strategic benefits as well as the financial,’
says Mutchell. ‘Our business gets to see
the benefit of the technology – we get
first access or favoured terms. We make
portfolio investments with other venture
capital funds but also with the strategic
venture capital arm of other energy
companies. Sometimes it’s about creating
technology for the industry.’
It also represents a very cost-effective
way to invest in high-risk R&D projects.
‘Rather than spend a dollar, you spend 30
cents and you manage your risk, and that
is something that is looked on favourably,’
says Mutchell. ‘The key risk is the stage of
the company we invest in; we see several
companies that are just a professor or
an entrepreneur with a model sitting
on their deal that just may work. Other
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companies could be a long way along the
technological readiness curve and already
going to market.’
While this investment model has
worked well for the manufacturing and
extractive industries, which can have very
high R&D costs, service businesses have
tended to get less benefit from venture
investing. But as Robin Scarborough,
partner at specialist innovation and
service design consultancy Market Gravity,
explains, this is changing as more and
more innovation is technology-driven.
He says: ‘In a services business it’s
often about developing new capabilities
to reach a new customer base or a new
market, or to do more with the customers
you already have.’

Off-brand
These initiatives are often hard to spot, as
companies may launch new propositions
under different names: the McDonald’s
‘lab’ recently drew publicity for opening a
‘hipster café’ in a trendy suburb of Sydney,
Australia, with virtually no branding and
a completely different menu from the
standard burger restaurant’s.
‘There are lots of organic growth
initiatives under way that are aimed at
either developing a new product or
category, or new capabilities that are
adjacent to the core business,’ says
Scarborough. ‘The label corporate
venturing or corporate entrepreneurship
may not have been applied, but when you
get close, you see that’s exactly what it is.’
Scarborough says that corporate
entrepreneurship is not an external
investment, but an internal unit that is
nevertheless ringfenced from the main
operation and can operate with a great
deal of independence. ‘When you are
running a venture and the market or
the space is unfolding very quickly, you
need to make quick decisions and quick
investments,’ he says. ‘It can hold you
back if you have to enter into

»
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discussions about whether you are
competing with the core business.’
These ventures will typically have
different premises from the parent
business and ideally a separate income
statement. Scarborough explains: ‘There
has to be a different feel to the office,
and a culture where it’s acceptable for a
member of staff to do things differently
than in the parent company. It sounds
throwaway, but it can be very important
to the success of the venture. The
challenge is that that business still has
to fit in with the core business in some
way – particularly if it is going to capitalise
on the benefits the parent company
offers, such as access to a large existing
customer base, an established brand or
other economies of scale.’
This will mean using different metrics
for the venture than apply in the core
business: the planning horizon and
key performance indicators (KPIs) will
be totally different. ‘This might mean
focusing on revenues rather than profit in
the short to mid-term,’ says Scarborough.

‘When you are
running a venture
and the market
is unfolding very
quickly, you need
to make quick
decisions’
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bit of a threat, as there’s an opportunity
for non-energy players to move into the
energy space.’
As a mass-market utility provider,
British Gas also felt it lacked the consumer
product management skills to move into
these new areas. ‘We set up a new unit to
attract new talent with experience on the
product side,’ says Gard. ‘We operate in
a different way – a lean, agile approach
that is very different from the traditional,
tightly governed waterfall approach.’
Other developments include a ‘smart
energy report’ that allows customers
with smart meters to break down and
understand their energy use, a more
user-friendly home thermostat, and
(in connection with Worcester Bosch)
remote monitoring and fault
▲ High
‘Other markers of progress
detection for ‘connected
perception
might be the acquisition of
boilers’.
benefits
customers or partners, or
These services are either
the level of target-customer
Hive represents a
offered free of charge or
engagement or usage. It
new, more agile
incorporated in service
can be quite tricky from a
approach from
contracts. ‘We have to buy
finance perspective to define
British Gas as part
into these things because it’s
the metrics that will drive
of its Connected
the right thing to do,’ says
business confidence.’
Homes venture
Gard. ‘We believe things
Market Gravity runs the
like the smart energy report
Corporate Entrepreneurship Awards and
will become “table stakes” in providing
recently gave its Corporate Disruptor
customers with the best experience.’
Award to Hive, by British Gas, for its Hive
Active Heating product. Hive is a remote
Virtual P&Ls
control app for central heating and hot
The importance of non-financial benefits to
water systems, and is intended to become
the core business means Gard has to set up
the umbrella for a suite of home control
virtual P&Ls to track the unit’s contribution.
products that can be operated remotely.
While Connected Homes is part of British
You don’t have to be a British Gas
Gas, it is organisationally separate, with
customer to use Hive, and it has attracted
a lighter governance regime. This does
both new and existing customers, many
create a certain tension, which Gard has
of whom have gone on to buy British Gas
to manage. ‘I see myself as the bridge
supply or service contracts or both.
between the corporate world and the startup world. The challenge is that British Gas
Reflected glory
– who I regard as our investor – buys into
‘Without active promotion we have seen a
the stuff we are doing and it isn’t seen as
very positive rate of upsell,’ explains Colin
something that is being done in a bubble.’
Gard, finance director for Connected
Even harder to quantify are the effects of
Homes at British Gas. ‘We also see high
corporate venturing and entrepreneurship
perception benefits for the core British
on the people in the core business, in terms
Gas brand from its association with Hive;
of both new skills and staff retention.
things like innovation and customer‘Managers from the core business
centricity credentials have gone up.’
learn a lot and bring back a more
Hive is one of four streams that make
entrepreneurial drive and passion to
up Connected Homes, a venture created
the main business,’ says Scarborough.
by British Gas in 2012 as a ringfenced
‘There’s a general excitement about
business to respond to the opportunities
entrepreneurship, particularly in the UK,
and threats posed by technology to
and a very real risk of large corporates
household energy suppliers.
losing their staff. Even if you work in a big
‘We’d already seen connected homes
company, you want to be part of it.’ ■
in the US and thought it was just going
to grow in the UK,’ says Gard. ‘It was a
Mick James, journalist
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The view from

Lawrence Chai ACCA, managing director, 3E Accounting,
Singapore on the challenges of setting up his own practice
I’m aware of the gap between the
high professional cost that clients are
paying against the quality of service
they’re receiving. To help clients achieve
optimum cost savings, 3E is striving to
differentiate itself from other market
players. 3E was built and branded on
its three ‘E’ core values – efficiency and
effective services at economical fees.

Prior to establishing my own
accounting practice in 2011, I worked
in medium-sized audit firms, including
Baker Tilly Monteiro Heng, an affiliate firm
of Baker Tilly in Malaysia, and LTC LLP
in Singapore. I was involved in auditing
listed and non-listed companies with
businesses in various industries. I was
also involved in business advisory work,
including due diligence reviews for both
local and overseas companies and special
investigation engagements.
I am now the MD of 3E Accounting.
I started 3E with my wife and business
partner in 2011 to provide a wide range
of services, including accounting, tax,
secretarial and HR. My vision for 3E is
to redefine the inherently complicated
accounting for small and large businesses.

‘I started 3E with
my wife and
business partner
in 2011 to provide
a wide range of
services, including
accounting, tax,
secretarial and HR’

Branding 3E was the first step towards
building a successful enterprise. We
started the company as a home-based
business to keep costs to a minimum.
Having to bootstrap our startup meant
manpower and workspace limitations.
With few credentials to gain confidence
from clients and rising operating costs,
we worked around the clock to meet our
clients’ expectations and requests.
All the challenges we’ve faced are
crucial milestones. It was only natural
that we decided to take the next big
step to move into our first office when it
became obvious we needed to expand
our workforce. Furthermore, since May
2012, we have been recognised by ACCA
as an Approved Employer. Today, we
pride ourselves on our team of members
that has expanded from two to 21. With
this combined expertise, the company
has been gaining traction and reached its
1,000th customer milestone.
We set up another office in 2013 and
received the OCBC Silver Partner
Award for our continuous support and
partnership with the bank, as well as
certification as an Accredited Training
Organisation in Singapore. In 2014, we set
up an office in Kuala Lumpur to expand
our overseas reach, in response to fast
growth and demand.
Things I couldn’t live without? My lovely
family and team members, who remain
supportive throughout my exploration
and challenges. Books, particularly selfimprovement. My phone – I need to be
able to email and take calls so I can reply
promptly to clients and colleagues. ■

Snapshot: indirect tax
The work involved in indirect
tax can be fun, challenging and
fascinating. It’s international, as
the rules are very similar globally,
but you have to spot the crucial
differences between the systems
– it’s all in the detail. It’s also
interesting to work with people
from all over the world.
Indirect tax work often requires
an in-depth knowledge of a
company – who does what with
whom, and the products; so you
really need to get to know the
business thoroughly.
Indirect taxes interact with so
many other taxes and processes
– including IT systems, property,
M&A deals, expense claims,
international travel, internal
restructuring, movements of
people or goods, pensions,
litigation, personal assets of high
net worth individuals, and many
more. Indirect taxes are prolific
and apply to all industries in
different ways.
Global companies often look
at the amount of indirect taxes
they have to manage; every
transaction or physical movement
needs recording, documenting,
determining. Get it wrong and
there is a potential exposure, which
could be costly. Indirect taxes are
often an unexpected cost.
There is a lot of variety,
challenge and interaction.
Everything is constantly changing
with case law and new legislation.
Jo Bello, indirect tax partner, PwC
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If the face fits

Personality profiling is widely used by accountancy firms when recruiting and developing
staff, but is it just a fad or a genuine way to get the best out of finance professionals?

P

ersonality profiling dates back
to antiquity. The ancient Greek
physician Hippocrates defined
four ‘humours’ – air, earth, fire and
water – and argued that the interaction
between these was what defined
human temperament.
But the birth of modern personality
profiling didn’t occur until the 1920s, when
Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung identified
that people have a natural predisposition
to act in a certain manner. This, he said,
is based on whether they are extrovert
or introvert, whether they rely more
heavily on their intuition or on concrete
information, and whether they base their
decisions on empathy or on facts.
Jung’s thinking has heavily influenced
the development of personality profiling
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methods over the years. In particular, it
underpins the widely used Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator – developed by Katharine
Cook Briggs and Isabel Briggs Myers – as
well as the Keirsey Temperament Sorter.
Today, personality profiling is used
by organisations of all sizes as a way of
improving business performance. The
theory is that employers can help their
staff to achieve more if they understand
how they like to work and what they base
their decisions on. So employers use
profiling when they are hiring, building
teams and developing their people.
Profiling also benefits individuals
because it enables them to better
understand both themselves and how
they can interact with others to achieve
positive results. And this applies as much

to finance professionals as it does to
anyone else.

Pros of profiling
‘When used correctly, profiling can
significantly increase the success of the
recruitment process,’ says Karen Young,
director at Hays Accountancy & Finance.
‘And it can highlight any anomalies that
can then be explored at interview to
assess the motivations and cultural fit of
the candidate.’
Another advocate is Hilary Cooke,
director of HR consultancy Merlin
Consultancy. ‘A profile encourages
employers to think about what kind of
person they really want,’ she observes.
‘This includes the behavioural element
that may not always be considered

Employee profiling | Practice

thoroughly for finance positions, since the
focus can tend to be on the candidate’s
technical competencies.’
Bev James, author and CEO of
The Coaching Academy, uses DISC
personality profiling (see box) as a means
of recruiting, managing and motivating
employees. She likes DISC because it
is simple to use compared with other
tools and it produces a personality
profile report that is 90%-95% accurate.
She also believes that it has a place in
finance. ‘Generally, in accountancy, you
get many people who are reserved and
risk-averse, prefer detail and like to stay
in jobs for a long time,’ she explains. She
adds that while profiling is not about
‘changing’ accountants to be different,
it can help them to understand how they
can make short-term adaptations to their
style so that they can better relate to
other functions. It can also help them to
identify and develop personality traits
and techniques that they may need to
be successful in the future. These may
include selling techniques, the ability to
build rapport effectively and adaptive
communication skills, which can be vital to
both career and business development.  

Profiling in practice
Personality profiling is widely used at
Grant Thornton. In particular, the firm
uses profiling to help its people to
build relationships with others and to
develop their influencing skills. It has a
programme called ‘Instinct for Leadership’
for would-be directors, and programme
participants are asked to complete the
Hogan Personality Inventory at the outset.
This helps them to identify the roles in
which they are most likely to thrive and
any development areas that they need
to work on. The Hogan Inventory focuses
on personality traits such as ambition,

‘Profiling highlights
any anomalies
that can then
be explored at
interview to assess
the motivations
and cultural fit of
the candidate’
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Spinning the DISC
Bev James, author and CEO of The Coaching Academy, has used the DISC
personality profiling system for over 15 years. DISC is based on the theory that
there are four core personality groupings: dominant (D); influencing (I); steady (S)
and compliant (C).
The style of a D person is mainly outgoing and task-oriented while those with
an I style tend to be mainly outgoing and people-oriented. S-style people are
mainly reserved and people-oriented while C-style individuals are mostly reserved
and task-oriented.
D-style people are competitive, decisive and like to get results. They are direct
communicators who prefer to be judged by results rather than methods.
I-style people tend to be friendly, creative individuals who thrive on recognition
and are overoptimistic about what can be achieved within a certain timeframe.
S-style people like to complete one task at a time and see things through to
completion. They are listeners and team players who desire routine and security.
C-style people are perfectionists who want to analyse and understand. They
focus on facts, details and logic, and prefer to have adequate information
before taking action.

*
*
*
*

interpersonal sensitivity, prudence and
sociability. Results of the assessment are
kept confidential.
The firm also uses the Emotional
Capital Report system to help its leaders
develop their emotional intelligence
skills. This especially applies to partners,
directors and participants on Grant
Thornton’s Exceptional Connections
programme, which focuses on building
deeper client relationships. It involves the
individual completing a questionnaire
and asking colleagues, clients, suppliers
and family members to complete
questionnaires too. Results are discussed
in a group environment and coaching
strategies are put in place to support
individuals with development needs.
Finally, Grant Thornton encourages
many of its people to apply the
Insights Discovery model to personality
assessment. This model uses a four-colour
wheel to help individuals to gain a better
understanding of their own behaviour
and how they can work with others.
‘Insights is very accessible,’ explains
Kathy Thompson, talent development
specialist at Grant Thornton. ‘People can
understand the concepts quickly and
work with them quickly. It is used widely in
one-to-one coaching, and within teams, to
improve performance and to build deeper
relationships with colleagues and clients.’

Risks and rewards
On the surface, personality profiling is an
intriguing concept, but is it really worth
the investment that businesses make in it?
The truth is, that while the returns can be

hard to quantify, that doesn’t mean that
they are non-existent. ‘We are currently
exploring what the return on investment
is,’ notes Thompson. ‘We are having
conversations with people in the business
who have been involved in winning
assignments to see if participating in
business development programmes has
been a factor in the win.’
She does, however, note that profiling
certainly gets the thumbs-up from an
employee engagement point of view. ‘We
hear people say: “What do I need to be
aware of when I have conversations with
clients so that I can identify where they
may be on the model and adapt my own
behaviour?”’ she says. ‘That’s one of the
instant benefits that I see.’
Besides the risk of potentially pouring
money down the drain, personality
profiling also presents ethical issues
if it is not undertaken in the right way.
‘It is important that assessments and
benchmarking are made relevant to the
specific role to ensure the profiling is
accurate, and that it is undertaken by
qualified assessors,’ says Young.
On the whole, however, profiling
does appear to bring benefits to finance
teams – in the same way as it does to
other business functions. ‘What these
instruments provide is heighted selfawareness and heightened awareness of
the actions of others,’ says Thompson.
‘The organisations that have developed
them ensure that they are fit for
purpose.’ ■
Sally Percy, journalist
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Driving
forward?
As Asia’s fifth largest economy, Indonesia
is emerging as a force to be reckoned
with. But first the country must tackle the
obstacles to prolonged growth
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he large drop in the price of oil through the second
half of 2014 worked well for Indonesia, a large
economy that is working hard to generate an
investment boom that will keep its economy growing at
envy-generating levels for the next few years.
At first glance, the massive drops in the price of oil from
above US$100 a barrel in the first half of 2014 to the US$45
mark by the end of January 2015 should have been a blow
for a country that produces around 1% of the world’s oil.
Counterintuitively, however, the drop made it possible for
the government to eliminate punishing fuel subsidies while
causing a minimum amount of pain for the country’s emerging
consumer class.
Indonesians had long paid less than anyone else in Asia
at the pumps, but all that cheap fuel was a drag on the
government’s budget. That money can now be used to shore
up the capital account, invest in education and healthcare and
develop more infrastructure – all things the country needs in
order to convince international investors to continue pouring
money in.
Eliminating the fuel subsidies with the price of oil above
US$100 a barrel could have driven inflation up to unsustainable
levels. As things turned out, the price of oil had dropped to
under US$80 a barrel when President Joko Widodo announced
in November the plans to begin cutting fuel subsidies by
IDR2,000 (US$0.16). Then, in a surprise move at the end of
December, the government eliminated subsidies altogether on
most types of fuel except for a fixed IDR1,000 subsidy on diesel.
For the government of Widodo, who took office in
October, eliminating fuel subsidies will free up billions of
dollars for new spending and to shore up the country’s
accounts. Speaking in January, deputy governor of Bank
Indonesia Perry Warjiyo said that the cuts in fuel subsidies
will save around US$21bn; almost a third of that money will
be used on social programmes, with the rest going towards
infrastructure development.
As a result of the subsidy cuts, in December inflation surged
to 8.36% year on year, though the spike was not expected to
last. In its January meeting, the country’s central bank kept
the country’s policy rate steady at 7.75% and there was no
indication that Bank Indonesia would change its approach any
time soon.
‘On the economic forecast this year and going forward we
are positive,’ said Warjiyo. ‘We will keep assessing how the
economy is going, the inflation rate, growth, liquidity and so
on. Thus far, we are quite happy with 7.75%.’

◄ Get in gear

As new cars are
prepared for delivery
around Indonesia,
Jakarta struggles
with chronic traffic
congestion

Significant challenges
Nevertheless, the linchpin of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) will have to overcome some
significant challenges to keep growth
up at above 5% per year and even
higher. A first challenge will be shoring
up domestic demand, which Faraz
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Syed, an assistant economist at Moody’s Analytics, describes
as ‘weak’. A second will be curbing inflation, which spiked in
December but has remained stubbornly high for quite some time.
A third challenge may be developing better infrastructure,
a particularly urgent need. Indonesia needs to build 2,000km of
new roads, new railways, 10 new ports, airports, power plants
and more. A fourth will be to continue
enhancing investor confidence by
reforming the bureaucracy, eliminating
red tape and avoiding a repeat of
2013, when Indonesia came close
to having a capital account crisis.
Here the removal of fuel subsidies
will help.
All these may be short-term
challenges, however, and it is hard
to find someone who is not positive
about the prospects for the country in
the medium and long term.
‘The recovery in investment has
been softer than we’d previously
expected,’ says Joseph Zveglich,
assistant chief economist at the Asian
Development Bank’s economics
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research department. ‘However, we are still expecting the pace
of growth to pick up in 2015.’
This year, the country is embarking on a programme of
infrastructure building while undertaking structural reforms to
facilitate growth and shore up the lowest level of growth since
2009. The reforms could help push growth to 6%, according to
the International Monetary Fund.

‘Sound
macroeconomic
management
has bolstered
policy credibility
and external
resilience’

Buffers strengthened
‘Sound macroeconomic management
has bolstered policy credibility and
external resilience in Indonesia,’
says David Cowen, an adviser to the
IMF’s Asia and Pacific Department.
‘Over the past 18 months, policy
and reserve buffers have been
strengthened considerably. The current
policy framework rightly focuses on
efforts to maintain macroeconomic
and financial system stability, while
pursuing structural reforms to boost
growth potential and provide greater
employment opportunities for the
youth in Indonesia.’

»

◄ Fuel frenzy

Motorists in Indonesia
hurried to fill up at petrol
stations ahead of the cut to
fuel subsidies, announced
in November
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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) expects Indonesia’s
economy to grow 5.2% this year and 5.9% in 2016
‘due largely to an acceleration in investment and
firming consumption’.
The private sector has, in broad strokes, been
supportive of the programme of reforms that
Indonesia has undertaken, with the relatively
decisive steps that the new government has taken
helping to shore up confidence. Irhoan Tanudiredja,
a senior partner at PwC Indonesia, believes that the
next few years should be good ones.
‘Indonesia is one of the highest growth potential
countries in the world since the 2008 global financial
crisis,’ Tanudiredja says. ‘In general, PwC Indonesia
is optimistic that Indonesia’s economy is growing in
the next three to five years based on the policy that
has been set by the government.’

Another investment boom?

The economy is generally balanced, with over 50%
Mixed signals
of growth coming from domestic consumption
and foreign direct investment (FDI) contributing
Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia, is famous for its traffic. Jams are
another 30%. With a more stable domestic
common. Construction of a rapid transit system has been going on for
environment, Indonesia is now expecting another
years. And if the roads are troublesome, the sidewalks are worse, with
investment boom driven by stronger fundamentals
open sewers, holes and fallen trees.
and faster development.
Infrastructure is the Achilles’ heel of Indonesia, which one veteran
‘The relatively stable political environment,
country watcher describes as ‘the largest economy nobody has ever heard
combined with a large, young population,
of’. He is only half joking. Despite having the fourth largest population in
abundant natural resources and other favourable
the world at 248 million and the fifth largest economy in Asia at US$880bn,
factors, have made Indonesia the third most
Indonesia is often overlooked as a global player. Part of the problem
attractive investment location in Asia Pacific,’
is that investors get mixed signals; in April 2014, Indonesia sent a chilly
Tanudiredja says.
message when it revised its list of sectors banned to foreign investment;
If the country makes the right moves, the
this includes electrical power installation services, a key infrastructure area.
economy could grow by as much as 7% by 2017.
Andrew White, managing director of the American Chamber of
‘If it can improve the country’s infrastructure, cut
Commerce In Indonesia, says that the move was a ‘cold shower for
back on corruption as well as simplify investment
investors’. Another longstanding concern has been inflation, which
approval procedures, Indonesia will have a good
spiked in December 2014 to 8.36% year on year after the government
chance of boosting inward FDI, especially from
eliminated fuel subsidies. Still, investors are coming back after pulling
Japanese firms that are loaded up with BOJ’s
much of their money in 2013 over fears of a capital account crisis. In the
largesse,’ said Wellian Wiranto, an economist at
third quarter of 2014, for example, Indonesia received US$7.46bn more
OCBC Bank, in a January report.
in FDI than a year earlier – a 6.9% increase.
The Indonesia Investment Coordinating Board
expects FDI to rise by 15% over the next year
thanks to special incentives for high-quality investment that
commercially unattractive, that’s where the government
create value and generate multipliers, says Tanudiredja. And the
will focus.’
government says that it is flexible enough to adapt to prevailing
One of the more significant unknowns is the interest rate
conditions in its search for better infrastructure.
environment in the US, which could impact the flow of funds and
‘Where a project is economically feasible and
investment into the country.
commercially feasible we will leave it to the private sector,’
‘Indonesia has been a significant recipient of foreign inflows
coordinating minister for economic affairs Sofyan Djalil said
in a global environment of easy liquidity,’ Wiranto said. ‘The
at a PwC Indonesia event in January. ‘Where a project is
potential of a tighter US monetary policy and an outflow of
economically feasible but commercially less certain and needs
funds…present some adjustment risks ahead.’ ■
government support we will use [public private partnership]
arrangements. Where a project is economically feasible but
Alfred Romann and Kristine Yang, journalists
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Turning the tide

Skilled accountants are having a positive impact on financial
management standards of Latin American and Caribbean public bodies

I

n the 1970s and 1980s, the governments of Latin America
and the Caribbean were not noted for their sound
financial management. Many Caribbean island states
had newly emerged from colonialism and were finding their
way as independent countries, while many Latin American
countries were riven by social discord, even civil war, and
military rule was common.
Fast-forward to 2014 and not only is democracy the norm,
but many governments have taken the tough decisions required
to make their states efficient and financially watertight. This
progress was welcomed in a recent report from the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), which notes that half the
countries examined have recently introduced new budget tools.
The OECD and IDB were particularly keen on countries
that had introduced fiscal rules, medium-term budgeting,
stabilisation funds and performance budgeting systems. The
report highlights Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru as having
adapted ‘best practices in fiscal and budgeting reforms of
[wealthier] OECD countries to the political and institutional
reality of Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) countries’. The
result has been the creation of fiscal and budget institutions with
a structural view targeting long-term fiscal stability.
The report says that the integrated application of these
reforms should serve as a guide for the more vulnerable LAC
countries in how to find a relevant local formula to ensure stable
fiscal income that meets government demands. It adds, however,
that many still have to ‘improve their budget management,
tax collection and public sector pay equality to bring their
governments to the level of more advanced economies’. An
OECD-IDB communiqué adds that successful initiatives on these

issues ‘could help raise living standards and mitigate risks in
future economic shocks’.
Mozammal Hoque, senior financial management specialist
at the World Bank, agrees that this holds true for the Caribbean.
But, he adds: ‘Most countries are embracing integrated financial
management, which means things are more transparent;
people can read budget reports and see how public money is
being spent.’
Hoque says that while much progress has been made by
nations that have implemented integrated financial management
systems in recent years, others are hampered by tardy, and often
non-existent, formal public accounts, uncoordinated government
spending and inadequate foreign exchange reserves.
Limited oversight of procurement means corruption remains a
serious problem, he adds: ‘Politicians need money to get elected
and one way of doing that is from local businesses. More laws
governing campaign financing are needed or it’s impossible to
control anything.’
According to Hoque, risk-based audit training in 2014,
organised through the World Bank and the UN, has improved
capacity in Jamaica and is being extended to other countries.
‘Jamaica has done a lot to strengthen the capacity of the auditor
general and make her more independent,’ he adds, pointing out
that the government has begun to overhaul the way it prepares
budgets, levies taxes and procures goods and services.
A US$35m scheduled World Bank loan will also help
strengthen public investment management systems and property
tax compliance administration in Jamaica. Work under way
includes putting in place an effective fiscal rule to entrench
financial discipline, with authorities working to amalgamate fiscal
consolidation gains in the medium term. The aim is to eliminate
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annual budget deficits and slash debt
to 60% of GDP by 2025 from its current
140%. Bank strategies include staging
performance audits of public bodies to
make them more accountable.
Hoque adds that some countries
have recently taken steps to alleviate
foreign currency shortages to ease
tightness in the market. The Trinidad
and Tobago central bank sold more
than US$600m to authorised dealers
between January and May 2014 in a bid
to ‘restore normalcy’ to national foreign
currency liquidity.
Antigua-based accountant Laura Lyn
says that better skilled accountants are
having a positive impact on financial
management standards of Caribbean
public bodies and government
departments. In Antigua and Barbuda,
for example, ‘the Commissioner of
Inland Revenue has become much
stricter at enforcing audited financial
statements and up-to-date tax returns
prior to the importation of goods and
licensing,’ she says.
She adds that more banks are
demanding up-to-date financial
statements and, in some situations, upto-date tax returns in the issuance of loans, bank overdrafts and
other business activities, while the Financial Services Regulatory
Commission and its Office of National Drug and Money
Laundering Control Policy are also providing more training to
financial regulators and officials.

◄ Slow progress

Venezuela, which attended
the IDB’s annual assembly
in Bahia, Brazil, last year,
has yet to undertake the
fiscal reforms adopted by
countries such as Brazil,
Chile, Peru and Mexico

reforms to strengthen their public
financial management systems, Pessoa
points to the successes of Brazil and
Chile in particular. ‘As a result, Latin
America countries have been more
resilient to the 2008-2010 financial crisis
than in that of the 1990s,’ he says.
Andreas Bergmann, chair of the
International Public Sector Accounting
Standards Board, adds: ‘I think the
overarching topic in the region is the
strengthening of the institutions and
the implementation of international
standards in accounting, auditing and
government financial statistics.’
Bergmann points out that in Latin
America the focus has shifted from
year-to-year budget management to
medium-term planning, balance sheet management and risk
orientation. ‘For this, strong institutions and rigorous statutory
frameworks are needed,’ he says. ‘Additionally, high-quality
financial information provided by accrual accounting is a critical
ingredient.’
He notes that countries such as Chile, Colombia and Peru have
benefited from the global trade boom in natural resources and
introduced fiscal rules and stabilisation funds to capitalise on this.
Progress is also being made in Costa Rica and Panama, while Chile
has introduced sophisticated risk management.
‘I can observe that the early birds of the reforms are now
aiming for further steps, achieving global standards,’ Bergmann
says. ‘Recently achieved or future membership in the OECD is
often a driver of these reforms, but most urgently needed are
reforms in those countries which have not undertaken any, like
Venezuela, or have been stagnant for prolonged periods of time,
like Argentina and many central American countries.’ ■

‘The early birds
of the reforms
are now aiming
for further steps,
achieving global
standards’

Mixed assessment
A similarly mixed assessment is heard about Latin America.
Mario Pessoa, deputy division chief of the International Monetary
Fund’s (IMF) fiscal affairs department, says: ‘Countries in
[Latin America] have good coverage of the budget and good
information on budget execution but have room for improving
the capacity to identify and measure fiscal risks.’
He picks out Brazil, Chile, Peru and Mexico as countries
that over the past decade have implemented or are now
implementing reforms to exert more control over public
expenditure through improved fiscal rules or fiscal responsibility
laws. He welcomes the stabilisation funds that have been created
in Chile and Mexico, and notes that Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Mexico and Peru have all created single
treasury accounts to centralise cash resources and manage cash
better. Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica and Uruguay have also expanded
the coverage of their fiscal reports and financial accounts,
while Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Peru have implemented
programme budgeting or medium-term budget frameworks.
While nearly all Latin American countries are implementing
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Pacifica Goddard, Gemma Handy and Keith Nuthall, journalists
For more information:
The OECD-IDB report, Government at a glance: Latin
America and the Caribbean 2014 – towards innovative
public financial management, is available at tinyurl.com/
LAC14-PFM
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CEO survey

Confidence in global growth wanes but
remains high in companies’ own prospects

Growth, red tape and competition

Fewer CEOs than last year think global economic
growth will improve over the next 12 months, though
confidence in their ability to achieve revenue growth
in their own companies remains stable, according to
PwC’s 18th Global CEO survey results.

37%
are very
confident of
global GDP
growth

39%
are very
confident
of business
growth

78%
are
concerned
about overregulation

56%
think
cross-sector
competition
is on the rise
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Regulatory bear-hug

Over-regulation again tops the list of concerns, named by
78% of CEOs worldwide. This is up six points from last year
and is now at the highest level ever seen in the survey. The
six countries where concern is greatest are:

98% A
96% V rgentina
90% U enezuela
90% G S
87% U ermany
85% C K
hina

For more information:
PwC’s 18th Annual global CEO survey is based on 1,322
CEO interviews in 77 countries during the last quarter of
2014. The full report is at www.pwc.com/ceosurvey

The upbeat
league
India 62%
Mexico 50%
US 46%
Middle East 44%
Australia 43%
UK 39%
South Africa 39%
China and Hong Kong 36%
Canada 36%
Spain 35%
Germany 35%
Brazil 30%
France 23%
Venezuela 22%
Italy 20%
Argentina 17%
Russia 16%
Indian CEOs are bursting with confidence about the prospects for revenue growth over the next 12 months while Russian CEOs
have gone from most confident 12 months ago to least confident now. The figures here are for ‘very confident’ respondents.
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The right track

New research looks at how boards can anticipate potential drawbacks of organisational
culture and offers advice on how to address them, as ACCA’s Pauline Schu explains
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n 2014 ACCA and the UK’s Economic and Social Research
Council (ESRC) completed an international research
project that examined the influence of corporate culture,
regulation and compliance systems in driving either functional
or dysfunctional behaviour in organisations. The conclusions,
outlined in the report Culture and channelling corporate
behaviour, aim to provide business leaders with innovative
guidance on the path to cultural assessment and change.

Effective channelling
If you have ever used the London Underground, the following
will all sound familiar to you: please mind the gap; please stand
behind the yellow line; please stand on the right; please keep
left – in other words, please go with the crowd and do not ever
interrupt the flow of movement.
On the Tube system, around a million commuters are trying
to make it to work on time every weekday morning. Securing
a smooth and uninterrupted flow of trains and passengers is
therefore the main priority of Transport for London (TfL) as an
organisation. Effective traffic regulation is needed to channel
users’ behaviour, and constant reminders are displayed and
broadcasted all over TfL’s routes. At peak times, staff are on the
platform, tirelessly repeating that customers should stand behind
the yellow line and let passengers off the train first.
London is a particularly cosmopolitan city, bringing together
people of various cultural mindsets, yet nearly everyone
eventually comes to conform to the ‘herded- sheep’ behaviour
that makes the Tube as efficient as it can be, even at peak hours.
The behaviour of others significantly influences the behaviour
of individuals. On the Tube, standing on the wrong side of the
escalator or blocking opened train doors by standing right in front
of them causes remonstration. Generally, though, people will
comply with TfL’s exhortations.
Taking the Tube reveals an extraordinary journey into British
culture (or at least its clichés). While some cities experience
chaos during peak traffic jams, or when workers go on strike, in
London people grumble in line. The culture at the heart of the

»

Points for consideration by
the board

London
Underground
shows that
regulation
is critical to
functional
organisations

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Align and embed core values at the
very top.
Watch out for the trickle-down
effect and dynamics in groups.
Track how decisions are being
made.
Be honest about the value of
regulation and codes.
Beware of unintended consequences
attached to any incentive structure.
Find out what motivates people.
Anticipate trends.
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extensive rules, procedures and compliance
systems failed to create the conditions for
ensuring appropriate conduct in some of the
largest financial institutions. The sub-prime
crisis and the mis-selling of financial products to
businesses and individuals likewise showed how
rules and procedures did not protect customers
and certainly failed to regulate ethics in finance.
Implementing ethical practices in business
is difficult. The definition of ethics is subjective
and often works on a case-by-case scenario. Yet
sound corporate governance and internal control
can help promote ethical behaviour – as long as
that is what the organisation wants. During the
Is there a role for audit?
inquiry into the Libor scandal, it was argued that
misconduct was not solely characteristic of a small
The Institute of Internal Auditors has built a strong case for the
number of traders but more deeply entrenched.
involvement of internal auditors in ethics; a recent report notes that
Investigations into banks’ business practices also
the audit of cultural indicators should move beyond processes and
concluded that both their incentive structures
controls, and combine hard data with intuition.
and control systems were ‘so defective that they
Culture and the role of internal audit: looking below the surface
incentivised traders to benefit their own book’ –
can be downloaded at tinyurl.com/iia-culture
behaviour made possible because management
‘turned a blind eye to the culture of the
Underground system has been passed
trading floor’.
on to its users through the effective
In the UK, the Financial Stability
enforcement of its norms and practices.
Board now expects boards of financial
Rules and procedures are critical in
institutions to assess their risk culture,
ensuring appropriate conduct, and
and boards in other sectors might soon
the constant reminders of the staff
be required to do so too. In Culture
on platforms prove effective tools in
and channelling corporate behaviour,
channelling passengers functionally.
ACCA proposes a framework to help
London Underground shows that
organisations understand the drivers of
regulation is critical to functional
behaviour (in terms of risk, challenge or
organisations. It also reveals how
reward), and explains how to go about
culture influences behaviour, how
assessing their own culture.
groups get organised, and how norms
The report lists a number of tradeget passed along to newcomers.
offs that need to be balanced by the
Finally, it demonstrates how this is a
boardroom and by staff. For example, is
day-to-day job. Signs throughout the
there openness to mistakes or is there
stations, members of staff everywhere
zero tolerance and a blame culture? Is
and recorded traffic updates flawlessly
the organisation innovative or tightly
aired all contribute to channelling functional behaviours
controlled? Does profit rule or does public value matter more?
that allow the smooth and organised movement of crowds.
The model is a first step towards developing other tools
Regulation, together with softer behavioural ‘nudges’, provides
for behavioural analysis. It is hoped that both businesses and
an effective system of control.
academia will contribute to advancing this new and important
Similarly, regulations on their own will not influence ethical
area of research. ■
behaviours until governance and risk management improve. Filling
the office with ‘I love ethics’ stickers will not help, but creating an
Pauline Schu, policy and research officer, ACCA
environment where people can comfortably discuss their concerns
may. A safe and effective whistleblowing procedure should also be
For more information:
seen as a key safety valve for the organisation.
Read Culture and channelling corporate behaviour at
Limits of rules
www.accaglobal.com/culture. The report was co-authored
In the UK’s banking sector, the Libor scandal, which involved
by Pauline Schu and Paul Moxey, head of corporate
the manipulation of interbank lending rates, highlighted how
governance and risk management at ACCA

Sound corporate
governance can
help promote
ethical behaviour
– if that is what
the organisation
wants
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Regional performance: Europe
Western Europe performed below expectations. Many
firms report single-digit growth here, due to the economic
slow-down, although things are on the up. Average
growth for firms in France in 2014 was 4% compared to
1% in 2013; in Germany and Italy, firms saw an average
increase of 5% and 4.6%, respectively. In contrast, Eastern
and Central Europe saw growth of over 10%.

Mixed fortunes

A survey of the top 50 global accounting networks finds that, despite higher fee income
over the past 12 months, professional services face challenges to future growth

P

rofessional services showed strong revenue growth
After the Big Four, the largest mid-tier network was BDO, with
overall in 2014, although they are still some way off pre- a record US$7bn in fee income in the year to 30 September, up
2008 levels. Overall, the 52 networks and associations
9%. After reporting the highest growth rate among the top 10
surveyed by International Accounting Bulletin reported
global networks in 2013, Grant Thornton International reported
combined fee income of US$181.7bn, up 6% year on year.
slightly slower growth in 2014; the network earned US$4.7bn in
The Big Four grew by 6% year on year, with combined fee
fees in the year to 30 September 2014, up 5% year on year.
income of US$120.3bn. Average
growth among the next six was
Audit’s tight rein
8%, with combined revenues of
In a difficult audit environment,
Top 10 global accounting networks
US$26bn. And average growth
the advisory contribution to
Ranking
Fee income Growth
across all 27 networks was 6%,
revenues has risen significantly
		
(US$m)
rate (%)
with combined fee income of
in recent years. It continued to
1 Deloitte
34,200.0
6
US$159.5bn.
do so in 2014, with most firms
Deloitte remains the largest
admitting their organic growth
2 PwC
33,952.0
6
global firm for the second
was achieved on the back of tax
3 EY
27,369.0
6
year running. It beat PwC by
and advisory.
4 KPMG
24,820.0
6
US$248m, with fee income of
This raises questions about
US$34.2bn in the year to 31 May
auditor independence. Some
5 BDO
7,021.9 9
9
2014. PwC reported US$33.9bn
regulators have been looking
6 Grant Thornton
in the year to 30 June 2014.
at whether firms should have
International
4,728.6
5
EY, in third place, had
to offer either audit or advisory
7 RSM International
4,391.2
18
another year of 6% growth, with
services but not both. This is
8 Baker Tilly
fee income of US$27.3bn in the
against a backdrop of regulatory
International
3,562.8
5
year to 30 June 2014.
changes, including the EU audit
Fourth-ranked KPMG had fee
reform directive passed in 2014,
9 Crowe Horwath
income of US$24.8bn in the year
which introduces mandatory
International
3,435.9
8
to 31 September 2014, breaking
audit firm rotation and restricts
10 Nexia International
3,072.6
5
its two-year sequence of sub-5%
firms offering certain non-audit
year-on-year growth.
services to their audit clients.
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Top 10’s market share

Deloitte 18.8%
Mid-tier 33.8%
PwC 18.7%

KPMG 13.7%
EY 15%

Many firms outside the Big Four see some opportunities
arising from the EU requirements but few are hugely optimistic.
‘It will have an effect on the business, but I don’t think it will
be massive,’ says Jean Stephens, chief executive at RSM
International. ‘It will throw some opportunities our way, but did it
achieve what we had hoped? No. I think everyone agrees on that.’
The real game-changer will be how each EU state turns the
audit reform into national law. The reform permits member states
to choose from 83 options, so a patchwork of different laws is
expected to be created across the EU by 17 June 2016, the date
at which the reform must be implemented. This is expected to
bring additional cost and complexity for the larger firms.
Fee pressure continues and is likely to stay, given the
increase in tendering brought about by regulatory change.
Firms are responding by focusing on audit quality, providing a
differentiated service, and investing in technology to carry out
the audit as efficiently as possible.

Tax in contention
Global taxation is undergoing significant changes. Last year
saw the first deadline for action from the G20-sponsored
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) action plan, and
the growing calls for more transparency on tax issues bring
increasing risk for multinationals. The complex international tax
landscape has largely contributed to good tax performance for
professional services. In contrast with audit, the market values tax
services – there is no evidence of price compression here.
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Advisory inroads
Advisory services continue to eat into the territory of audit and
accounting. Advisory now accounts for 30% of overall earned
revenues across the top 10 networks, and 35% of all the Big
Four’s fees.
The Big Four in particular have stepped up the advisory race
of the previous few years, closing high-profile transactions with a
range of consulting businesses.
Deloitte’s decision not to move away from consulting in the
early 2000s – unlike other firms that did so following the Enron
scandal and Arthur Anderson collapse – appears to have paid
off. Deloitte’s consulting practice has witnessed robust growth
over the past eight years.
KPMG, PwC and EY continue to rebuild their advisory
offering, and large deals have been completed in the past
18 months – in particular, PwC’s merger with Booz (renamed
‘Strategy&’) in April 2014, and EY’s with consultancy The
Parthenon Group in September 2014.
Non-Big Four firms report advisory services growing. From
risk consulting to transaction services and technology, the midtier firms are increasingly focusing on building up their specialist
expertise to attract clients.
The trend towards developing the potential of advisory
and consulting services is matched by moves towards greater
legal capabilities. This shift is particularly evident in the UK.
In December, EY UK joined PwC and KPMG in securing an
alternative business structure licence, allowing it to provide
legal services in England and Wales. The same trend has been
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observed in the Asia-Pacific region. In October last year, EY
added a law firm in Singapore, building on a previous legal
addition in Shanghai and the opening of a legal practice in
Vietnam. It has also been building its legal services across
Australia and New Zealand.

Pass it on
Succession planning has become a growing challenge for the
accountancy profession. Networks and associations risk seeing
member firms leave as partners retire with no other option than
to sell their practice to get their equity back.
The problem might intensify in coming years, with the baby
boomer generation, now in their 50s and 60s, posing serious
challenges in terms of succession.
A survey by Harris Decima of Canada found that, of 1,819
firms surveyed, only 31% have a formal or written succession plan
in place. The figure is even lower among sole practitioners, with
only 3% of the 1,273 IAB survey respondents in this category
having a written or formal succession plan at their firm.

Shape of things to come
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Regional performance
Europe

Western Europe performed below expectations. Many
firms reported single-digit growth, due to the economic
slowdown, although things are on the up. Average growth
for firms in France in 2014 was 4%, compared with 1% in
2013; in Germany and Italy, firms saw an average increase
of 5% and 4.6% respectively. By contrast, Eastern and
Central Europe saw growth of more than 10%.

North America

North America was more uniformly positive. Reflecting
growth in the US economy of 2.9%, fee incomes rose over
the year for most respondents. The Big Four grew by an
average of 8%, reaching US$40bn in combined revenue.

Asia Pacific

China’s economic growth makes it a key market still for
most global players. In 2014 the average growth rate
among networks and associations in Greater China was
16%. The Big Four remain challenged by an ongoing legal
battle with the US regulator, and rivals are mounting an
increasingly convincing challenge. In mainland China,
KPMG has been overtaken by BDO LiXin, according to the
Chinese Institute of Certified Public Accountants (CICPA).

The widespread economic woes of the years following the crisis
are slowly giving way to a much less uniform picture, where areas
of high growth contrast with enduringly sluggish performance.
Issues such as dwindling demand and stagnant performance are
gradually being replaced by concerns ranging from recruitment
and succession planning, to competition and the impact of largescale geopolitical events.
Geopolitical changes, including the rise of nationalism and
Africa
protectionist policies in many countries, could have major effects
In a continent with a 7% rate of GDP growth, Nigeria was
on trade, investment, tax policy, and mergers and acquisitions,
the country where firms fared best, growing by 19% on
according to many of the firms surveyed. Another major
average. Elsewhere strong performance was blighted by
challenge identified for 2015 is
unfavourable exchange rates,
the need to restore economic
particularly in South Africa
growth through building trust.
(where firms nevertheless
Average fee split – top 10 networks
Other trends likely to
grew by 8.4% on average in
impact firms in future are tech
2014, up from 6% in 2013).
		
2008
developments, which are
An example of optimism in
already altering how services
Africa is HLB’s expansion,
Audit and accounting 53
are delivered; and increased
with new firms in Egypt,
Tax 		
23
globalisation of the marketplace,
Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda.
Advisory
24
where different players are
expected to emerge and
Latin America
networks to expand. However,
In contrast to Africa’s soaring
on balance, firms remain
popularity, the outlook
optimistic for their businesses.
for Latin America remains
In the balancing act of
more mixed, although there
turning challenges into
is potential in Colombia,
opportunities, while dealing with
Panama and Brazil, which are
2014
regulatory changes around the
experiencing some growth.
world, firm leaders face another
In particular, average growth
Audit and accounting 46
challenging year. ■
for firms in Brazil during 2014
Tax
24
was 13% – second only to
Advisory
30
This article was contributed by
China and Nigeria.
International Accounting Bulletin
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Risky business

In business just about anything could happen – in theory, at least. But does that mean
you should tell your shareholders all about it and how you intend to address it?

R

unning a business is inherently risky – there are the small
everyday risks (one of your suppliers goes bust, or the
price of a commodity rises sharply), and then there are
the risks that you think will never
happen but sometimes do (a fire,
a worldwide credit crisis, a ship
loaded with your stock sinking).
Boards (good ones, at least)
routinely discuss what could go
wrong and what to do about it. But
how much of all this should they tell
their shareholders?
A series of high-profile corporate
failures and incidents in recent years
(the BP Deepwater disaster and
Sony’s recent hacking experience, to
name two) have given more teeth to
the argument that companies need to
do a better job of explaining the risks
they face to their shareholders and
other stakeholders.

Opening up
The financial crisis has seen that argument bite deeper, and
prompted a range of legislation (including IFRS 7, Financial
Instruments: Disclosures, and the
recommendations of the Enhanced
Disclosure Task Force of the Financial
Stability Board) aimed at improving risk
disclosure in the financial sector. The
2008 crisis certainly raised the profile of
risk reporting and brought discussion of
risk more into the open. According to a
new report from ACCA, though, formal
risk reporting by companies still has a
long way to go.
ACCA’s Reporting risk study
details the views of a range of senior
risk experts representing preparers,
users and regulators. It argues that all
sides recognise that risk reporting needs
to improve. The real question is how to
make that happen.

‘It’s precisely
because
something is
sensitive that
it should be
reported to
shareholders’
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Many of the experts consulted agree that progress has been
made since the financial crisis. But too much risk reporting today
is unnecessarily generic, compliance-driven, bland. Or, as Eric
Tracey, consulting partner with investment manager Governance
for Owners, witheringly says, it covers ‘everything but the kitchen
sink, in which case it becomes completely useless’.

Balancing interests
At the root of the problem is a fundamental difference between
what users want and what preparers are prepared to give. To
put it simply, users want to see more discussion of the risks a
company faces, while preparers want to say as little as possible
for fear of spooking the horses.
Companies fear that providing too much detail about
risks could scare off investors or reveal sensitive information.
The latter is an argument that analysts scoff at. ‘It’s a fantastic
smokescreen to hide all sorts of things,’ says Tracey. ‘You ought
to be able to describe your risks without giving away something
you should keep secret. It’s precisely because it is sensitive that
something should be reported to shareholders.’
So what do users want to see? The report details
a wish list that includes a discussion of the risks that
really matter to the company, preferably in order of
priority. Users want to know why management believes
that these risks are critical and what it plans to do to
mitigate them. They also want to know of any new
risks that have emerged since the last risk report.
Above all, users want candour – an honest discussion
of risk within the context of the company’s strategy
and business model.

Putting a price on risk
But could risk reports go further still? Journalist
and financial analyst Jane Fuller raises the more
controversial possibility of quantifying risks. It
would be more useful for analysts, she argues, if

No longer a four-letter word
‘I’ve seen a lot of progress in risk reporting since the
financial crisis. Risk has now become something that can
be discussed, when previously it was a four-letter word.
The better [risk] reporters are telling us something useful
about risk – the levels of disclosure used to be terrible
across the board, but now there are plenty that are not.
‘The big challenge now is the mass of companies
whose risk reporting is inadequate at best. There are
some shining examples, good reports that tell the story
honestly and in the voice of the company. The trick now is
to get the others up to speed.’
Frank Curtiss, head of corporate governance, RPMI
Railpen Investments
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Unintended consequences
‘There has been a huge increase [in regulation faced by
multinationals] since the financial crisis, and the question is
whether that drives better risk management or not. There
have certainly been unintended consequences; at Shell we
are captured by criteria that are not intended for us, simply
because we are large. In my view that has the potential to
distract organisations from good risk management.
‘My main concern is that the raft of new regulatory
requirements could result in organisations seeing risk
reporting as just another box-ticking exercise, rather than
driving better risk management. We have to be careful
that we’re not reporting risk in order to satisfy a process,
but that risk management is used effectively as a way to
differentiate the business.’
Simon Constant-Glemas, VP corporate and UK country
controller, Shell

management explained that a particular event (such as the
risk of litigation) rarely happened but put a figure on the
potential financial impact on the company if it did (based on,
for example, actual litigation payouts in similar cases).
‘This approach might cause migraines in many a
boardroom,’ she says, ‘but it would result in a far more
useful discussion about risk.’
The march towards better risk reporting seems to be
gaining momentum, in some countries at least. At the end
of last year, the UK’s governance regulator, the Financial
Reporting Council, announced changes to the corporate
governance code so that it recommends that directors
include ‘a robust assessment of the principal risks
facing the company’ in their annual report, along with
an explanation of how these risks are being managed.
The experts consulted for Risk Reporting agree
unanimously that better risk reporting is beneficial
to companies as well as users, with one contributor
pointing out that risk reporting has now moved on
from a focus on mitigation to a way of adding value to
the organisation.
Ewan Willars, director of policy at ACCA, thinks
that good risk reporting gives investors greater
confidence: ‘We believe that greater disclosure
of risk is not a threat, but a chance to
demonstrate the strength of the company’s
controls and management.’ ■
Liz Fisher, journalist
For more information:

Risk Reporting is available at www.accaglobal.com/ab/161
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Career boost

Pushiness makes enemies, but pliancy misses out. Dr Rob Yeung explains the art of
influencing people. Plus, interviews are becoming sprints rather than marathons

Talent doctor: Influencing style

Dr Rob Yeung is a
psychologist at leadership
consulting firm Talentspace
You can’t be successful at work – or
indeed in life – without being able
to influence and persuade others.
But to understand your style of
influence, you need to ask yourself
two questions.
First, to what extent can you say
no to unreasonable requests? Score
yourself on a scale of 1 to 10, where
1 is ‘I find it really difficult’ and 10 is

‘no problem whatsoever’. Second, on the
same 1 to 10 scale, to what extent do you
look for ways to be helpful to the people
you work with?
These questions are taken from a
questionnaire designed by University
of Arkansas academics. The first, about
saying no, measures your skill at what I call
‘push-assertion’ – the ability to speak up,
say what you want and set the agenda.

High

Forceful persuasion

Legitimate assertiveness

Low

Passivity

Helpfulness

Low

High

Push-assertion

Pull-respect for others
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However, research tells us that people
who are strong only at push-assertion
can come across as aggressive, overly
demanding and pushy.
The second, about how helpful
you try to be, measures your skill at
‘pull-respect for others’ – the ability to
listen, empathise and cooperate rather
than compete. I name it pull-respect
for others as I think it’s about pulling
information, emotions and needs out
of people. People who are strong
only at pull-respect for others are
accommodating team players, but may
miss out on opportunities because
they don’t put themselves forward.
We can be high or low on pushassertion as well as on pull-respect
for others. So that implies four broad
influencing styles, as shown by the
chart below.
In the top right corner, people who
are strong at both skills can push and
pull in equal measure. They ask for
what they want but also understand
others’ needs and know when to
compromise. The other quadrants
represent less than ideal influencing.
So where do you land in the grid?
Are you more powerful at pushassertion, but inadvertently brash or
antagonistic? Or stronger at pullrespect for others – a collaborator who
could take charge a little more often?
Or relatively weak at both, and feeling
frustrated and ignored as a result?
The only way to identify your
influencing style is to get feedback
from people who know you well. Ask
colleagues and friends. Only then can
you figure out what would be most
beneficial to your career – and be able
to devise a plan for improving how you
go about persuading others. ■
For more information:
www.talentspace.co.uk
@robyeung
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Just one shot
Accountants need to hone
their interview skills or risk
missing out on the best jobs.
According to recruitment
agency Randstad Financial
& Professional, greater
competition around the world
for talent has led to employers
shortening the interview
process so as to beat their
competitors and get their
offers in first.
Half of financial services
professionals (52%) globally
said they had only one
interview before landing their
current role, and 27% needed
just two. The recruiter said
these figures show the need to
make a good first impression,
as there may not always be an
opportunity to make amends
in a subsequent meeting.
Some 61% of accountants
said they now find interviews
harder than they did before
the crisis took hold; 29% said
that, despite being good at
job interviews in the past,
they are now out of practice;
and 21% said they always
underperform in interviews.
Tara Ricks, MD of Randstad
Financial & Professional,
said: ‘In the time it takes to
invite people back for third
or fourth interviews, the best
candidates are being snapped
up by rivals. This is good
news for people frustrated
with the protracted interview
processes of the recession,
but it also means candidates
aren’t getting the chance
to show their true colours if
they haven’t made a good
first impression.’

Grad intake to surge
There will be an 11% year-onyear hike in graduate intake
by accountancy firms in the UK
in 2015, according to a report
from High Fliers Research.
The report, The graduate
market in 2015, is a study
of graduate vacancies and
starting salaries at the UK’s
100 leading employers.
The latest recruitment
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The perfect: interview preparation
With ever growing numbers of talented professionals putting themselves up for a
diminishing number of jobs, it’s never been more important not to fall at the first hurdle: the
job interview. Yet a combination of nerves, pressure and bad habits often means that even
top-quality candidates don’t get jobs they would be perfect for.
So what should you do? First, research the employer, starting with a Google search.
Getting background information about the organisation and knowing as much about its past
performance and future plans will show you are a committed and interested candidate.
Then, rehearse. Once you’ve done your homework on the company, practise your
interview technique with a friend. If you film your efforts, you can replay the interview and
see for yourself where
you might need to make
improvements.
Finally, prepare two
sets of questions. The
first should be a list of
questions you are likely to
be asked, accompanied by
your detailed responses,
backed up with specific
examples from your work
and life experience. The
second should be a list
of questions you want to
ask the interviewer; an
interview is, after all, a twoway process.
And when the day
comes, be punctual,
dress appropriately but
comfortably, smile, ask for a
glass of water, concentrate
on breathing slowly if you
feel anxious, and maintain
eye contact throughout.
Good luck!

target for 2015 predicts 4,624
vacancies for graduates at
accountancy firms in the list.
The report forecasts that
salaries in 2015 for graduates
joining accountancy and
professional services firms
will be between £15,000 and
£42,500, with a median starting
salary of £30,000.

Big Apple, big salary
If you want to make a lot
of money as quickly as you
possibly can, then it’s worth
considering a move to New
York to work in product
control, according to a recent
report from Robert Walters.
The recruitment agency’s
2015 salary survey is a

comprehensive review of
professional salaries and
recruitment trends all around
the world.
While the US is the land
of the best-paid job, hot on
its heels in the top 15 are
Singapore and Hong Kong.
Internal audit, product
control and regulatory
reporting are the most highly
paid sectors to work in.
The research shows that
finance careers in London
generally pay better than most
other European nations and
compare well internationally.

According to the report,
the top five jobs are as follows:
1 SVP product control/pricing,
New York, $175-300k
2 Internal audit, banking,
Hong Kong, $127-230k
3 Strategic analysis and
planning, financial services,
Singapore, up to $225k
4 Financial and regulatory
reporting, Hong Kong,
$120-220k
5 Tax specialist, New York,
$100-200k. ■
This page is compiled by Beth
Holmes, journalist
For more information:
www.accacareers.com
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The John Lewis effect

In this latest article in a series on competitive advantage, Tony Grundy looks at the
unique position that the John Lewis Partnership has in the UK retail market

B

ritish retailing is a very difficult, competitive market,
and many companies are being squeezed between
weak growth in UK retail sales, channel substitution
(internet retailing), and niche or cost leadership companies.
The established British supermarkets – Tesco, Morrisons and
Sainsbury’s – have been caught in a vice between relatively
recent German arrivals, Aldi and Lidl. And Marks & Spencer
(M&S), despite 10 years of effort, still hasn’t got anywhere
near to the operating profit margin it had back in the 1990s.
However, pre-eminent retailer the John Lewis Partnership

(‘the group’), with its partnership structure so unusual in retail,
seems to be fitted with some kind of antigravity device. It is
continuing to grow and generate comfortable returns on net
assets in both upmarket grocery retailing and in its larger, nonfood lines. Its partnership ownership – its 90,000 staff are all
partners – means that it is less subject to the relentless pressure
to report earnings growth; it is also freer of the short-term
pressure to achieve results.
The group’s most competitive operating environment is
grocery retailing, in which it operates under the name
of Waitrose .
The Waitrose business seems to
be defying the trends because it is
positioned as a more niche, premiumpriced operator, with a differentiation
strategy in terms of both products
and service. The Waitrose customer
experience is very much one of
surprise (‘Oh, I just have to try some
of that!’) and of low stress. And
many customers are willing to pay a
premium for those things.
But there are three questions
here:
	Why is a substantial segment
of the market still so keen on
distinctive quality and prepared to
find a budget for it?
	Why are the competitors less able
to address this?
	How is the group able to seize this
lucrative territory?
It seems that better-off people
with more discretionary spend are
still prepared to pay more on certain
occasions; they still enjoy treats, and
they can use Waitrose as a kind of
‘restaurant at home’. In the latter
case, they are spending more than
they would at other supermarkets
but are making savings relative to the
cost of a meal out.
There are advantages in
specialisation. While bigger
grocers such as Tesco have some
premium lines, it is harder for

*
*
*

▲ Moving units

John Lewis has
become renowned
for its heart-warming
Christmas TV ads
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them to create an atmosphere of
‘spoil yourself’, as such offerings
are surrounded by price deals on
commoditised products and a busier
shopping environment.
Waitrose, by contrast, combines
clever merchandising skills, a
distinctive, visually appealing
store environment that is pleasant
to walk around, and eager and
competent staff. Its brand is envied
across all industries.
Waitrose also exhibits multiple
and reinforcing layers of competitive
advantage, or a ‘resource-based
theory’, which suggests that strategic assets are often more
decisive in creating superior performance than having a
favourable environment.

a great institution, but also one that is
prepared to experiment – for example,
with smaller branches of Waitrose.
Unlike its rival M&S, which similarly
has department stores and upmarket
food stores, it doesn’t operate these
under the same brand. Nor, unlike
M&S, has it generally operated both
outlets out of the same premises
(could it do more of the latter?).
While these are strategic choices, they
can be revisited.
The results in the group’s 2014
annual reports are remarkable for a
retailer, especially in the extremely
competitive UK. In addition, Waitrose
had nearly double the profit margins of
other supermarkets.
So far, we have just used a few MBA ideas to understand
the basis of this success: differentiation, resource-based theory,
strategic vision, business models, and so on. What other ideas
might be out there for its future development?
more developments with both shops on the same premises
international expansion
using the trusted name even more as a fully fledged bank –
not just credit cards
expanding its internet retailing, including to develop the
brand internationally
other areas of retailing (Waitrose cafes?)
looking more generally at areas where the brand
might stretch.
Obviously there would need to be full alignment within
the business portfolio and with the culture, brand and skills
base. On the edge of this might be the example of ‘John
Lewis funerals’ (after all, the Co-operative Society is the market
leader in the UK).
Meanwhile, you might want to ask yourself the
following questions:
What lessons can your business learn from John Lewis’s
success? For example, the stability of its purpose, philosophy,
its values and its service delivery, and finding a place in the
competitive landscape where it has some natural advantages
relative to the competition.
What areas in your company’s culture truly differentiate it from
competitors and lead to superior returns? ■

The group knows
totally what it
is about; it has
a very clear
strategic vision,
which it has stuck
to for decades

Price promise
The John Lewis department store has a slightly different
business model, promising that you will not find a better
price elsewhere. Its promise, ‘Never knowingly undersold’,
is well known. If you spot that a product is being sold more
cheaply, the retailer will match the price. This on the surface
has the feel of a ‘cost-leadership’ strategy. But John Lewis’s
main stores are full of high-quality products. These are by and
large not commodities, so the chance of spotting an obviously
overpriced product is much lower.
This promise doesn’t mean that all their prices are level
with the cheapest and that all products are sold elsewhere. But
that promise is key in making it unnecessary to shop around.
Also, John Lewis has a broad choice, so the average spend per
store visit is high. That makes for a productive store and offers
economies of scale – a different formula but with the same
result: sales growth and good profitability.
Underpinning both these successful models is a high-quality
skills base and a distinctive, service-led culture. Anyone
visiting the group’s head office will pick up a high-quality feel
to the organisation. Getting an idea of a corporate culture is
rather like sensing a climate; just like getting off the plane in
Dubai, you know you’re in a warmer place. Competitors can
imitate parts of the group’s competitive advantage, but not as
easily as its culture. Some of this is also down to the
partnership structure and the organisational strategy that
supports this, which its competitors cannot adopt due to
corporate constraints.

Know your onions
One thing that is truly distinctive and most enviable is that
the group knows totally what it is about; it has a very clear
strategic vision, which it has stuck to over decades, making it

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

Dr Tony Grundy is an independent consultant and trainer, and
lectures at Henley Business School
For more information:
www.tonygrundy.com
For previous Tony Grundy articles on strategy and
management theories, visit www.accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Create a lean machine

A catch-22 is a situation characterised by absurdity or senselessness, and it’s one in which
many finance teams find themselves. David Parmenter explains how to escape

T

he annual planning process and the
long, drawn-out annual reporting cycle
Streamline your systems
are both perfect examples of catch22s. To break out of them, finance teams
Onerous area Leaner practice
need to attack the onerous processes that are
hangovers from the past and that they have
Month-end
See my earlier articles for producing these by day three
mistakenly stuck with.
reports
(of the next month) and ultimately by close of the first
A company with fewer than 60 account codes
working day; aim for virtual reporting within three years.
for their P/L is as rare as hen’s teeth. There are
simply too many charts of accounts with more than
Year-end
Commit the auditors, your finance team, board and
200 expense account codes in the general ledger.
accounts
executive to a 15-working-day signed set of annual
The chart of accounts, which determines how we
accounts. This will be covered in a future article.
report and set targets, sets the finance team up for
disaster in many ways.
Annual
Produce it in under two weeks from rolling planning.
Resetting the chart is a job that wise owls avoid,
planning
Eventually, drop it in favour of quarterly rolling
which is why the least experienced accountant
planning (covered in my earlier articles).
usually ends up doing it. The CFO’s eyes glaze
over at the subsequent chart of accounts progress
Key
Carefully test all KPIs to ensure they promote a positive
meetings; the aim of reducing the number of
performance
outcome. Have no more than 10 KPIs and 18 non-key
account codes by over 40% gets lost; and, slowly
indicators
indicators. I will cover this in a future series of articles.
but surely, just like the budget instructions, the
chart of accounts takes on a life of its own.
Ad hoc Excel
Replace all spreadsheets of more than 100 rows
So here are some rules of thumb that might
systems
with a modern planning and reporting tool. Excel
help to bring your chart of accounts to heel:
replacement has been covered in earlier articles.
Impose a 1% rule for expense account
codes. Do not break down costs into a
Chart of
Streamline your account codes: having more than
separate account unless they represent at
accounts
50 for P/L is unnecessary, leads to miscoding and
least 1% of total expenses. As personnel costs
encourages a focus on unnecessary detail.
will represent between 40% and 60% in up to
five codes, this rule will reduce your costs to
somewhere between 40 and 50 account codes.
Have a 5% rule for revenue account codes. Do not break
Next steps
revenue into separate codes unless a revenue item represents
over 5% of total revenue. This will reduce your revenue to
1 Work out revenue and expenditure code thresholds.
somewhere between five and 15 account codes.
2 Amalgamate all sub-threshold codes into a new code.
Have larger buckets. And when you are asked a stupid
3 Sell the need for change to the ‘oracles’ in your
question, ask what decision is going to be made based
organisation – their support is critical. Email me at
on the information requested. If they still think they need
parmenter@waymark.co.nz if you need advice on how.
some analysis, a skilled management accountant can always
4 Access my How finance teams can help their
investigate five weeks of expenditure and then annualise the
organisations get future-ready IBM business analytics
number. Remember, the resulting estimate will approximate
paper from tinyurl.com/DP-future
a true and fair view – besides, nobody else is going to follow
you into that canyon! ■
For more information:
David Parmenter is a writer and presenter on measuring,
monitoring and managing performance
www.davidparmenter.com

*
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Leasing is an important
activity for many
organisations with the
majority of leases not
currently reported on
a lessee’s statement of
financial position. The
existing accounting models
for leases require lessees
and lessors to classify their
leases as either finance
leases or operating leases
and to account for those
leases differently.
The existing standards
have been criticised for failing
to meet the needs of users of
financial statements because
they do not always provide
a faithful representation of
leasing transactions.
The exposure draft (ED),
Leases (May 2013), attempted
to solve the lease accounting
problem by requiring an entity
to classify leases into two types
– type A and type B – and
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Lease accounting

As we wait for a definitive leasing standard, Graham Holt explores
the original 2013 exposure draft and the current state of play

recognise
both
types on the
statement of
financial position.
The ED was the result
of a joint project by the
International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) and
the US Financial Accounting
Standards Boards (FASB) (the
boards).This article sets out
the current deliberations of the
boards as at the end of 2014
and, therefore, as such, the
final leasing standard
may vary from the
discussions below.
The ED
sets out that
type A leases
would normally
mean that the
underlying asset
is not property,
while type B leases
mean that the
underlying asset is
property. However,
the entity classifies a
lease other than a property
lease as type B if the
lease term is for an
insignificant part of
the total economic
life of the asset;

or the present value of the
lease payments is insignificant
relative to the fair value of the
underlying asset at the lease’s
commencement date.
Conversely, the entity
classifies a property lease as
type A if the lease term is for
the major part of the remaining
economic life of the
underlying
asset; or
the present
value of the
lease payments
accounts for
substantially
all of the fair
value of the underlying
asset at the
commencement
date. At this
date, the lessee
discounts the

lease payments using
the rate the lessor charges
the lessee, or if that rate
is unavailable, the lessee’s
incremental borrowing rate.
The lessee
recognises the
present value of
lease payments
as a liability. At
the same time
it recognises a
right-of-use

»
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(ROU) asset equal to the
lease liability, plus any
lease payments made to
the lessor at or before the
commencement date, less
any lease incentives received
from the lessor; and any
initial direct costs incurred
by the lessee. After the
commencement date, the
liability is increased by the
unwinding of interest and
reduced by lease payments
made to the lessor.
A lessee will recognise in
profit or loss, for type A leases,
the unwinding of the discount
on the lease liability as interest
and the amortisation of the
ROU asset and, for type B
leases, the lease payments will
be recognised in profit or loss
on a straight-line basis over
the lease term and reflected
in profit or loss as a single
lease cost.
Following the feedback
received on the ED, the FASB
still remains supportive of
the dual-model approach
to bringing leases on to the
statement of financial position.
Under this approach, a
lessee would account for
most existing finance leases
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The FASB remains
supportive of
the dual-model
approach to
bringing leases
on to the
statement of
financial position
as type A leases and most
existing operating leases
as type B leases. Both type
A and B leases result in the
lessee recognising a ROU
asset and a lease liability.
However, the IASB has stated
that feedback on the 2013 ED
indicates that the dual model
is too complex and, therefore,
has opted currently for a
single lessee model that is
‘easy to understand’. The IASB
decided on a single approach
for lessee accounting where
a lessee would account for all
leases as type A leases.
The boards decided
that a lessor should
determine lease
classification (type
A or type B) on the
basis of whether

the lease is effectively a
financing or a sale, rather
than an operating lease.
A lessor would make that
determination by assessing
whether the lease transfers
substantially all the risks
and rewards incidental to
ownership of the underlying
asset. A lessor will be required
to apply an approach
substantially equivalent to
existing International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS)
finance lease accounting to all
type A leases.
A lease is currently defined
by the boards as ‘a contract
that conveys the right to use
an asset for a period of time in
exchange for consideration’.
An entity would determine
whether a contract contains
a lease by assessing whether
the use of the asset is either
explicitly or implicitly specified
and the customer controls
the use of the asset. The
definition of a lease does
not require the customer
to have the ability to derive
the benefits from directing
the use of an asset.
The boards have
decided that the leases
guidance should not include
specific requirements
on materiality and retain
the recognition and
measurement exemption for
a lessee’s short-term leases
(12 months or
less) with the
IASB specifically
favouring a
similar exemption
for leases of small
assets for lessees.
The boards
have decided
that, when
determining the
lease term, an
entity should
consider all
relevant factors
that may
affect the
decision
to extend,
or not
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to terminate, a lease. The
lease term should only be
reassessed when a significant
event occurs or there is
a significant change in
circumstances that are
within the control of the
lessee. A lessor should not
be required to reassess the
lease term.
Only variable lease
payments that depend on
an index or a rate should
be included in the initial
measurement of leases and
the IASB has determined that
reassessment of variable lease
payments would only occur
when the lessee re-measures
the lease liability for other
reasons. A lessor will not be
required to reassess variable
lease payments that depend
on an index or a rate.
The definition of the
discount rate remains
unchanged as the rate implicit
in the lease, as does the
requirement for a lessee to
reassess the discount rate
only when there is a change
to either the lease term or the
assessment of whether the
lessee is (or is not) reasonably
certain to exercise an option
to purchase the asset.
A lease modification for
both a lessee and a lessor
should be accounted for as a
new lease, separate from the
original lease, when:
1 the lease grants the lessee
an additional right-of-use
not included in the original
lease, and
2 the additional right-of-use
is priced commensurate

with its standalone price
in the context of that
particular contract.
In terms of the initial direct
costs for both lessors and
lessees, they should include
only incremental costs that
would not have incurred if the
lease had not been executed.
These include commissions
or payments made to existing
tenants to obtain the lease. A
lessor in a type A lease should
include initial direct costs in
the initial measurement of
the lease receivable and they
should be taken into account
in determining the rate
implicit in the lease.
A lessor in a type A lease
who recognises selling profit
at lease commencement
should recognise initial
direct costs as an expense.
A lessor in a type B lease
should expense such costs
over the lease term on the
same basis as lease income.
A lessee should include
initial direct costs in the initial
measurement of the right-ofuse asset and amortise those
costs over the lease term.
The guidance in the ED
has been retained for sale
and leaseback transactions
with a sale having to meet
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the requirements of a sale as
set out in IFRS 15. A buyerlessor should account for the
purchase of the underlying
asset consistent with the
guidance that would apply
to the purchase of any nonfinancial asset.
This article sets out the
deliberations of the IASB/
FASB as regards lease
accounting at the end of
December 2014. The IFRS is
due for publication in 2015,
but it seems that the FASB and
IASB will have differing views
on several recognition and
measurement issues when the
IFRS is finally published. There
may yet however be further
changes of opinion. ■
Graham Holt is director of
professional studies at the
accounting, finance and
economics department at
Manchester Metropolitan
University Business School
For more information:
www.ifrs.org
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Trade deal opens doors

A recent EU-Canada trade deal will end tariffs, open up the service sector and enable
investment, giving European companies unprecedented opportunities in North America

The Comprehensive
Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA) concluded
between the European
Union and Canada in
September 2014 is expected
to have a significant effect
in promoting trade and
investment between the two.
The deal will scrap tariffs,
open up service sectors and
guarantee investment. It’s all
economic activity that will
need recording and auditing,
and just as interesting for
accountants is that there are
also important provisions to
encourage the movement
of professionals, with CETA
going far beyond the usual
scope of bilateral trade deals.

Trade and investment
CETA will scrap virtually all of
the tariffs on goods traded
between the two partners.
It also allows EU companies
to compete with Canadian
companies for government
procurement in Canada, and
vice versa. The EU gains this
service access at provincial
as well as national level for
contracts including financial
services, telecom, banking,
insurance and maritime.
EU-Canada business
is already big. According
to François Lasalle, a
spokesperson for the
Canadian department of
foreign affairs, trade and
development, it amounted
to C$111.7bn (US$98.36bn)
in 2013; also in 2013, 24%
of Canada’s foreign direct
investment went to the EU,
while Europe provided 27.9%
of all total foreign investment
in Canada.
Lasalle adds: ‘A joint
Canada-EU study that
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supported the launch of
negotiations concluded that
the agreement would raise
our gross domestic product by
C$12bn [US$10.57bn] annually.’

Investor protection
CETA allows investors to
challenge laws that would
endanger investments on both
sides of the Atlantic, reflecting
the anti-discrimination laws
available to EU investors
financing projects in another
EU member state: ‘No matter
how much faith you have in
the laws of your host country,
it’s much better to count on
an international agreement
that cannot be changed
unilaterally,’ a senior European
Commission official points out.
He adds: ‘Investment
protection isn’t rocket science;
it boils down to the guarantee
that an investor which
observes the law of the land
will not be treated unfairly or
discriminated against.’
However, the investorto-state dispute settlement
(ISDS) mechanism has sparked
concerns that it could be used
abusively against health and
environmental legislation
in the EU or Canada. This is
because it uses an arbitration
panel that is not part of the
judicial system of Canada or of
EU member countries.
Such a system ‘can be
abused and has been abused
in the past’, the European
Commission official admits,
but adds that it has made
a ‘determined attempt’ to
ensure that this will not be
possible under CETA.
It is just possible, though,
that this innovation might be
the undoing of CETA. Because
it strays into policy areas

that are the preserve of EU
member states, the 28 national
governments have to ratify
the agreement, as well as the
European Parliament and the
Council of Ministers. Usually
only the latter pair have to
ratify an EU trade deal. A
country that wants to block the
deal could refuse ratification;
in Germany, for example,
politicians have called on the
coalition government to act.
‘I am not aware that any
member state is against this;
it’s also true that we have not
[yet] asked any member state
to say yes or no to it,’ says
the Brussels official. However,
he acknowledges that many
members of the European
Parliament (MEPs) have
expressed concerns on ISDS.

although both already insist
on the use of International
Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) by public companies.
That said, there are
comprehensive accounting
rules within CETA. For
instance, when determining
the country of origin of a
product there are detailed
rules on assessing how much
value is added to a product in
a given jurisdiction.
Also, valuations of materials
and production costs must
be calculated ‘in accordance
with generally accepted
accounting principles’ under
CETA. And there are rules on
the accounting separation
of fungible materials or
products, another key issue for
determining origin. ■

Accounting standards

Journalists Carmen Paun,
based in Brussels, Hanna
Lange-Chenier, based in
Ottawa, and Keith Nuthall

CETA does not insist on the
EU and Canada following the
same accounting standards,
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Technical update

A monthly round-up of the latest developments in financial reporting, audit, taxation and
legislation from the IASB, IFAC, the European Union, the OECD and elsewhere

Financial reporting
Public sector
The International Public
Sector Accounting Standards
Board (IPSASB) has issued
International Public Sector
Accounting Standard (IPSAS)
33, First-time Adoption of
Accrual Basis IPSASs. IPSAS 33
grants transitional exemptions
to entities adopting the
accrual basis IPSASs for the
first time. It has also issued:
IPSAS 34, Separate
Financial Statements.
IPSAS 35, Consolidated
Financial Statements.
IPSAS 36, Investments
in Associates and Joint
Ventures.
IPSAS 37, Joint
Arrangements.
IPSAS 38, Disclosure of
Interests in Other Entities.
These standards will replace
current requirements in:
IPSAS 6, Consolidated
and Separate Financial
Statements.
IPSAS 7, Investments in
Associates.
IPSAS 8, Interests in Joint
Ventures.
An entity shall apply these
standards for annual financial
statements covering periods
beginning on or after 1 January
2017 with earlier application
being encouraged. Where
applied early it should be
disclosed that IPSAS 34, 35, 36,
37 and 38 have been adopted.
For more go to tinyurl.com/
IPSAS-accounting and tinyurl.
com/IPSAS-33

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Audit
Audit essentials
Four audit CPD articles
are available which take
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you through the essential
components of an audit. The
articles from the Technical
Advisory team are free and are
summarised below:
The importance of
planning and materiality.
This article highlights
that appropriate
planning of an audit is of
paramount importance in
performing an effective,
and also efficient,
engagement.
The audit of going
concern. This article
clarifies the responsibilities
of management and
auditors in the assessment
of going concern, and
related reporting, on the
basis of the applicable
financial reporting and
auditing standards.
Audit evidence and
specific considerations
for certain items.
This article deals
with obtaining and
documenting sufficient
appropriate evidence
on which to base the
auditor’s opinion, as
this is often an area of
weakness identified by the
inspection of completed
audit engagements by
supervisory bodies.
The audit of related
parties and professional
scepticism. This article
explains how to take
a risk-based approach
to the audit of related
parties and what
procedures should be
undertaken at various
stages of the audit.
Links to these and other
materials to support auditors
can be found at www.
accaglobal.com/advisory

*

*

*

*

New and revised
reporting standards
The International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB) has released its new
and revised Auditor Reporting
Standards. These are
effective for audits of financial
statements for periods ending
on or after 15 December 2016.
The most notable
enhancement is the new
requirement for auditors
of listed entities’ financial
statements to communicate
‘key audit matters’ – those
matters that the auditor views
as most significant, with an
explanation of how they were
addressed in the audit.
Understanding the
reporting and communication
responsibilities in the
standards is vital. In addition
to the revisions to ISA 700
(Revised), Forming an Opinion
and Reporting on Financial
Statements, and ISA 570
(Revised), Going Concern,
a new standard – ISA 701,
Communicating Key Audit
Matters in the Independent
Auditor’s Report – has been
issued. ISA 701 paragraph 4
states that:
‘Communicating key audit
matters in the auditor’s report
is in the context of the auditor
having formed an opinion on
the financial statements as a
whole. Communicating key
audit matters in the auditor’s
report is not:
a A substitute for disclosures
in the financial statements
that the applicable financial
reporting framework
requires management to
make, or that are otherwise
necessary to achieve fair
presentation.
b A substitute for the auditor

expressing a modified
opinion when required
by the circumstances of a
specific audit engagement
in accordance with ISA 705
(Revised).
c A substitute for reporting
in accordance with ISA 570
(Revised) when a material
uncertainty exists relating
to events or conditions
that may cast significant
doubt on an entity’s ability
to continue as a going
concern.
d A separate opinion on
individual matters.’
With regard to determining
key audit matters the standard
states that the ‘auditor shall
determine, from the matters
communicated with those
charged with governance,
those matters that required
significant auditor attention
in performing the audit. In
making this determination, the
auditor shall take into account
the following:
a Areas of higher assessed risk
of material misstatement,
or significant risks identified
in accordance with ISA 315
(Revised).
b Significant auditor
judgments relating to areas
in the financial statements
that involved significant
management judgment,
including accounting
estimates that have been
identified as having high
estimation uncertainty.
c The effect on the audit
of significant events or
transactions that occurred
during the period.’
The areas identified that are
of most significance to the
entity will be highlighted and
the auditor ‘shall describe
each key audit matter, using

Update | Technical

it would issue a green paper
by the end of February, as
Accounting and Business
went to press, sparking public
consultation. It also plans to
unveil a detailed action plan
during the third quarter of
2015. For more information,
visit tinyurl.com/capitalmarket-union

New customs databases

Global tariff classifications
The World Customs Organisation has made a major
revision to the global harmonised system of tariff
classification – making 233 changes: 85 in the agricultural
sector; 45 for chemicals; 13 for the wood industry; 15 for
textiles; six in base metals; 25 for machinery; 18 in transport;
and other sectors – 26. More at tinyurl.com/WCO-tariff

an appropriate subheading,
in a separate section of the
auditor’s report under the
heading “Key Audit Matters”.’
The illustrative auditor
report examples in ISA 700 and
ISA 570 have been amended.

Special purpose
financial statements
The IAASB has invited
comment by 22 April on
its proposals to enhance
auditor reporting on
special purpose financial
statements. They propose
to change ISA 800, Special
Considerations – Audits of
Financial Statements Prepared
in Accordance with Special
Purpose Frameworks, and ISA
805, Special Considerations
– Audits of Single Financial
Statements and Specific

Elements, Accounts or Items
of a Financial Statement. The
proposed changes take into
account the new and revised
auditor standards and the key
audit matter responsibility.
Details can be found at
tinyurl.com/ISA-revisions
Glenn Colllins, head of
technical advisory, ACCA UK

European Union
CMU plans launched
The European Commission
has given fair warning of its
plans to develop a capital
market union (CMU) in the
coming year, designed to
help businesses to tap diverse
sources of capital from
anywhere in the European
Union (EU). Brussels said that

EU governments and MEPs
have agreed to create two
EU databases containing
information on the trade in
goods into and out of the
EU, to help fight customs
fraud. These would be run by
the European Commission
(EC): one would be a central
database for import and
export data; the other
would be a centralised
repository for transit-related
data. Information would be
accessible by customs and law
enforcement teams. More at
tinyurl.com/customs-data

Anti-excise fraud plan
The EU Council of Ministers
has released details of a draft
EU operational action plan for
2015 on fighting excise fraud.
It will include developing a
constant flow of proactive
strategic, operational and
financial intelligence; raising
public awareness; and
building investigative and
intelligence links with non-EU
countries. More at tinyurl.
com/excise-fraud

VAT and passenger
market
Contrasts in VAT rates across
the EU are increasingly
distorting passenger transport
services across the EU, as
such industries are liberalised.
With more bus, train, air, ferry
and cruise services crossing
national borders within
the 28-country EU, current
varying VAT rules ‘can create
distortions of competition’,
says a detailed EC report.
‘Even where exemptions or
reduced rates do not apply,
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the complexity of the current
place-of-supply rules increase
compliance costs and may
cause voluntary or involuntary
non-compliance,’ says the
report. For more, visit tinyurl.
com/VAT-rules and tinyurl.
com/VAT-rules2

R&D tax credits
The effect of research and
development tax incentives on
commercial R&D expenditure
is unclear, according to a
weighty EC analysis – although
its authors venture that the
positive impact on start-up firms
can be above average. The
report benchmarks the 20 most
effective schemes in the EU:
a French tax credit for young
innovative enterprises (Jeunes
Entreprises Innovante); Norway’s
SkatteFUNN tax credit; and
Denmark’s ‘Accelerated
amortisation’ scheme. See
tinyurl.com/R-D-credits

Receipt lottery systems
Innovative anti-tax evasion
lotteries where consumers
are asked to post their retail
receipts to the government,
with their names and
addresses on the back,
have been explored by an
EC report. Their aim is to
give tax authorities receiptbased data to check VAT
evasion by retailers. Countries
operating the systems include
Slovakia and Malta. For more
information see tinyurl.com/
evasion-lotteries

Failing banks
A single set of European Union
rules for dealing with bailouts
for financially imperilled EU
banks and large investment
firms came into force on 1
January. The new EU directive
2014/59/EU is designed to
ensure shareholders and
bank creditors pay their
share of the costs through a
‘bail-in’ mechanism. The full
text can be found at tinyurl.
com/2014-59-EU ■
Keith Nuthall, journalist
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Kríž
ˇ takes charge

Corporate reporting, EU audit reform and public finance are the top three priorities for
ˇ FCCA, the new president of the Federation of European Accountants
Petr Kríž

In another sign that the
economic and social divisions
wrought by Europe’s
ideological division between
1945 and 1989 continue
to ease, Czech accountant
Petr Kríž
ˇ FCCA will serve as
president of the Federation

▼ Intercontinental
qualification
‘No reason why qualified
accountants from Europe
couldn’t work in the US,
and vice versa’

of European Accountants
(FEE) for the next two years.
It is the first time in the
history of this professional
organisation that its president
comes from a former Warsaw
Pact country. At the same
time Kríž
ˇ is, and will remain,

a partner with PwC Czech
Republic.
‘I expect to dedicate
about two-thirds of my work
time to the president’s role
and I will still keep a selected
number of clients and some
responsibilities within the PwC

organisation for CEE [central
and eastern Europe] for the
next two years,’ he explains
from his Prague office.
During his term of office,
Kríž
ˇ would like Europe’s
accounting federation to focus
on three main priorities, which
emerged as a result of FEE
board discussions over the
past few months.

Corporate reporting
The first is the area of
corporate reporting. ‘It is
not only financial reporting,’
he says. ‘There is currently a
lively discussion about how to
make sure that the information
provided by companies and
corporations provides a 3D
picture of their activities. The
role of their historical financial
statements is diminishing in
current economy.’
Non-financial information
– corporate governance,
research and development,
impact on the environment
where the organisation
operates, and some strategic
outlook – is important here.
‘All these things should be
somehow packed together
and provided in a useful form
for investors but also for other
stakeholders,’ he says.

Audit
The second major area is
auditing and assurance. The
28 member states of the
European Union (EU) need
to implement the bloc’s audit
reform – the EU regulatory
framework on statutory audit –
that was approved in Brussels
last year. The EU states need
to implement the reform by
summer 2016, which means
that most of the legislative
decisions and drafting needs
to be done this year.
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The reform gives member
states a significant amount of
leeway to select the best way
of implementing its principles,
which means, notes Kríž,
ˇ that
rules between EU countries
could end up diverging
significantly. The FEE is
looking for a more uniform
EU market for audit services:
‘That’s why we are now trying
in the federation to encourage
member states to at least look
at provisions that could have
cross-border effects and try to
align them,’ he says.
The reform, though, is
substantial. ‘That’s a big
change for the profession…
audit has become significantly
regulated,’ he says, stressing
how it affects audits of public
interest entities such as banks,
insurance companies and
listed corporations.
One big question for
him is whether smaller
companies really do need a
full audit. ‘We could provide
some assurance about their
financial statements but not
the full audit based on the
international standards on
auditing because it’s quite
demanding and probably
not all small companies really
need such a big assurance,’
he says.
Indeed, there are
suggestions that small
companies below a certain
size threshold should not be
required to audit. Kríž
ˇ says
he does not think it is right
that mid-sized and bigger

companies would be subject
to statutory audit while
slightly smaller companies
would not. ‘I’m definitely
not speaking about auditing
micro-companies, but small
companies can be relatively
big for the Czech economy
and it would make sense
to have review,’ he says. He
cites Denmark – currently
experimenting with so-called
‘extended review’, which
provides some assurance
rather than a solid audit – as
an example.
‘I think for small companies
the cost benefit works much
better when it’s a lighter touch
than the full audit needed for
listed companies for example.’
As for small companies,
he thinks it should be up to
each member state to decide
whether they require an audit
or review. ‘There should be a
public debate about what is
the best solution,’ he says.
Kríž
ˇ says that some parts
of the reform are likely
to be more effective and
efficient than others: ‘I’m
quite supportive of the idea
that all the services the
auditor is providing to the
audited company should be
pre-approved by the audit
committee because the
audit committees of large
corporations should really be
guardians looking into the
logic of the services provided
by the auditor.’
On the other hand, he
points out that there are a lot
of services where
the auditor has a
unique position and
can provide value
‘We are now trying
for money to the
to encourage
audited company.
‘There are clearly
member states
services that are not
to at least look at
compatible with the
auditor’s mandate
provisions that
and these need to
could have crossbe prohibited,’ he
border effects and
says. ‘And part of
the prohibition list
try to align them’
is clearly focused in
that direction.’
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Petr Kríž
ˇ FCCA, 52, has been actively
involved in the Federation of European
Accountants (FEE – Fédération des
Experts-comptables Européens) since
1995 and became its president in
December 2014. He is also a member
of the Chamber of Auditors of the
Czech Republic and served as its president from 2001 to
2004. Except at the start of his career, he has worked for
PwC, joining its Prague office in 1991, and becoming partner
in 2003 and soon after its financial services department lead.
One of the first three ACCA members in central
and eastern Europe, Kríž started studying for his ACCA
Qualification in what was then Czechoslovakia in 1991
while working for PwC. ‘Managements now understand
the value that this professional qualification provides,’ he
says. He says he enjoys being part of the ACCA family as
it provides him with insight into the accounting profession
throughout Europe as well as on other continents.

CV

That said, he thinks the
reform package does not focus
squarely enough on audit
quality. ‘The question is, what
are the audit quality indicators
and how do we distinguish
that this audit or that auditor
is providing quality work while
another one isn’t so much?
Audit quality is the key and it
will also help audit committees
to select the right auditors who
will allow not only corporations
but also the public to
distinguish between the good
and the bad.’

Public finance
His third strategic priority is
public finance. ‘This is really
looking at the public sector
side,’ he says. ‘It starts from
tax collection and continues
into public sector accounting
and clear transparency in
spending. I think it’s a winwin situation. On the one
hand there will be more
transparency on taxation –
the inflow of money – and
on the other there should
also be more transparency on
public spending.’

A portable profession
Meanwhile, looking at the
efforts of the EU and the US to
strike a comprehensive trade
deal in the Transatlantic Trade

and Investment Partnership
(TTIP) talks, Kríž
ˇ does not
see any reason why qualified
accountants from Europe
could not work in the US and
vice versa. He points out that
a lot of CFOs and accountants
are already moving between
the continents.
‘If companies are
interested in employing them,
there should always be the
opportunity to do so,’ he
says. ‘I really don’t think it
would significantly affect the
accounting profession because
outside the statutory audit the
current situation is not that bad
in the accounting profession
and the new changes we
currently see in both corporate
reporting and auditing will
help a bit but it wouldn’t be a
qualitative change.’
As for auditors, it is about
being properly licensed,
although he believes some
exams could be mutually
recognised. But for American
accountants wanting to work
as auditors in Europe, there
needs to be clear and formal
recognition of qualifications
‘because auditing is really
based on national or European
standards’. ■
Martina Mareckova, journalist
based in Prague
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United front required

Women are progressing in business in some parts of the UAE, but diversity policies are
still needed to ensure they can get ahead in others, a recent ACCA roundtable heard

Comprehensive pro-diversity
company policies are needed
to encourage women in
business, participants of
the fourth ACCA Middle
East Women in Finance
roundtable heard. The event,
held in January in Dubai, was
attended by more than 30
female finance executives.
‘By having a single mindset
in the executive team you will
reach only one segment of the
customer base,’ ACCA chief
executive Helen Brand told
the delegates. ’You need to
bring different perspectives
around the table.
‘Diversity is now a business
need and many companies
are still grappling with it. The
process needs to be managed
to make it work,’ she added.
‘Diversity doesn’t happen by
osmosis. You need the data
and processes in place to
make it happen.’
Issues discussed during the
event included the benefits
of embracing diversity, the
barriers involved and a study
into the issue by United Arab
Emirates (UAE)-based Pearl
Initiative, recently rolled out
across the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) region.

The Pearl Initiative is a
not-for-profit organisation
developed in collaboration
with the United Nations Office
for Partnerships to improve
transparency, accountability
and business practices in
the Gulf region. The latest
study conducted by the
Pearl Initiative assesses the
professional openings for
female executives on the
demand side.
Cynthia Corby, audit
partner at Deloitte &
Touche Middle East, and
the event’s moderator, said
the aim of the roundtable
was to help increase the
numbers of women in
middle management. She
also highlighted the need
for companies to engage a
younger workforce: ‘While
through cultural diversity
companies can understand
and respond to a broader
customer base, it’s also
important to bring on younger
people who understand
the importance of social
media and how to maximise
these new communication
channels to reach all potential
consumers,’ she said.
Sarah Walton, MEA
reporting manager
for PepsiCo
International,
added: ‘I’ve come
How can diversity,
across interns
particularly
that have really
inspiring ideas.’
gender diversity,
And Hanady Khalife,
be promoted
director of Middle
East and Africa
in the Gulf, a
at the Institute
region which is
of Management
traditionally a
Accountants, said
she hoped a shift
man’s world?
in attitudes among
today’s young
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▲ Table talk

Amanda Deykin of aafaqIslamic Finance (left) and
Oksana V Davidoff of Ernst
& Young Middle East
employees would render
discussions about diversity
obsolete.
Meanwhile, Lindsay
Degouve de Nuncques, head
of ACCA UAE, said it was
important to broaden the
discussion to all aspects of
diversity. ‘Diversity of thought
is something everyone can
relate to and it’s important to
foster that,’ she said.
So how can diversity,
particularly gender diversity,
be promoted in a region which
is traditionally a man’s world?
Farah Foustok, managing
director and senior executive
officer of Lazard Asset
Management, suggested
the need for more female
executive hiring quotas. ‘I was

against quotas, but they’re
needed as a kick-start –
especially in this part of the
world,’ she said. ‘Unless more
women take top positions,
they won’t be role models
for others.’
And Diana Gregory,
business development
consultant at the Association
of Corporate Treasurers
Middle East, noted: ‘The
challenge is that there are
still not enough women in the
pool to take the top positions
– there are still far more men,
and the perception that
women won’t have the same
opportunities.’
However, Randa Bessiso,
director of the Manchester
Business School Middle East
Centre, countered: ‘I work
for an organisation led by
a woman, and where 18%
of the workforce is female.
Empowerment is a matter
of choice.’
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▲ Broad discussion

From left: Helen Brand,
Lindsay Degouve de
Nuncques and Kamillia
AlMarashi of the
Investment Corporation
of Dubai
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▲ ‘Lack of
applications’
Payal Trehan (at
microphone) and
Oksana V Davidoff of
Ernst & Young Middle
East (right)

▲ ‘Building selfconfidence’
From left: Sheena Ganesh of
Shell; Leila Rezaiguia; Susie
Isaacson of British Centres for
Business; Ghada Abdelkader
of Crescent Enterprises;
and Amanda Powell of
ExpatWoman.com
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Leila Rezaiguia, co-founder
and managing partner
of Kompass Consultancy
(Dubai) explained that while
women were able, they
lacked self-belief. ‘From a
coaching perspective, the
main issue we come across
is that women have the
potential, but often don’t
realise it. We work mostly on
building self-confidence.’
Payal Trehan, senior wealth
adviser at deVere Group,
added: ‘Just 10% of wealth
management positions are
held by women, and we
don’t see a lot of recruitment
applications. There are not
a lot of expat women at
senior level as they are often
second earners.’
Delegates were also
given a preview of the Pearl
Initiative study, which will be
available in full in the coming
months. Imelda Dunlop,
the organisation’s executive
director, said that women in
the GCC (Saudi Arabia, the
UAE, Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait
and Oman) are actually
very ambitious: ‘In recent
years, there has been an
enormous rise in women’s
education and participation
in Saudi Arabia, for example,’
she said. The number of
women in the workplace has
increased five to six times,
she added.
It is also important to
take a regional-wide view,
she continued. ‘There are
things that we can learn from
other parts of the world,
but culturally you can’t copy
and paste. What’s crucial
is to get male CEOs on
board to raise awareness of
gender diversity.’
Céline Schreiber, the
Pearl Initiative’s programme
manager, also reported
that while the majority of
study respondents wanted
to reach senior positions,
their motivation was more
about a need for recognition
than financial gain. ‘Worklife balance is the thing
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that becomes difficult –
and gender bias, whether
conscious or unconscious, is
still very prevalent,’ she said.
Some of the report’s
recommendations will focus
on how to retain female talent
through flexible working
arrangements, allowing the
option to work remotely but
within defined performancebased appraisal systems.
‘There needs to be a focus on
trust that the work is being
done, even if the person
involved is not physically
present,’ said Schreiber.
Dunlop added: ‘Ten years
into a woman’s career is when

‘Many companies
are still grappling
with diversity. It
doesn’t happen by
osmosis. You need
the processes in
place to make it
happen’ Helen Brand
the pipeline needs to be
strengthened, to ensure they
don’t opt out.’
Equally, women’s right to
choose to ‘opt out’ needed
to be respected, said Nusrate
Ibrahim, managing director
of the NTI FZ LLE finance,
governance and management
training consultancy. ‘The
glass ceiling is not particular
to the Middle East region;
it applies equally to other
parts of the world. Also, with
a lot of women, it’s a life
choice to opt out of a career
and have children and run
the household. We have to
respect this also. Diversity
comes from a mindset.’
Delegates also engaged
in a straw poll: interestingly,
63% disagreed that diversity
as a topic was too broad and
that participants needed to

focus specifically
on women’s issues
– with 18% strongly
disagreeing
and 45% partly
disagreeing. Only
9% strongly agreed
with the statement.
At the same
time, opinion was
split on whether
achieving gender
diversity at senior executive
levels was becoming a
strategic business priority
for most CEOs, with 46% in
partial agreement and 38% in
partial disagreement.
However, when asked
whether target quotas were
necessary to achieving
a balance of women at
executive levels and on
boards, 78% of delegates
were in favour – with 30%
strongly agreeing and 48%
partly agreeing.
Seventy-six per cent also
agreed that there would
be a significant increase in
the number of women in
executive and board roles in

the GCC in five years’ time,
with 32% strongly agreeing
and 44% partly agreeing.
Finally, there was
unanimous agreement that
top leadership plays a crucial
role in achieving gender
equality at senior levels within
an organisation. ■
Mark Atkinson, journalist
based in Dubai
ACCA has conducted two
major studies on diversity. The
first, in 2012, titled Building
a better business through
finance diversity, looked at
issues such as understanding
cultural differences, nurturing
diversity where it does not yet
exist, and embracing open
ways of working. This was
followed in September 2014
by Towards better diversity
management (see below),
which further suggested that
diversity enables businesses
to have a stronger stock
market performance and gives
them greater ability to attract
investors.
For more information:

Towards better diversity management can be found at
www.accaglobal.com/ab134
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Latin learning first

Colombia leads the way in Latin America in gaining for the continent its first
IFRS training business with ACCA accreditation
Colombia’s Business & Legal
Advisories (BLA) has signed
a historic memorandum of
understanding which has
enabled it to become Latin
America’s first Registered
Learning Partner with ACCA.
Registered Learning
Partner accreditation requires
tuition providers to meet
a range of challenging
performance targets,
covering the institution’s
overall management, and
more specifically its course
management and delivery.
The Registered Learning
Partner accreditation
recognises that BLA’s training
business meets best practice

benchmarks for tuition and
support for ACCA’s specialised
certificates in International
Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS), International Financial
Reporting Standards for
SMEs, and International Audit
in Spanish.

Cali reception
The accreditation was
presented at a reception
in the Radisson Hotel in
the Colombian city of Cali.
The event was attended by
50 guests, who included
business and industry leaders,
representatives from the
national government and
educational institutions, as well

as professional accountants
and university lecturers.
Toby Moseley, ACCA’s
portfolio head of Latin
America and Turkey, who
presented the accreditation
on behalf of ACCA, said:
‘ACCA is a pioneer in
incorporating IFRS into the
ACCA syllabus. We have also
translated our specialised IFRS
certificates into Spanish to
meet the needs for training
and certification in IFRS in
Colombia and its neighbours
in the continent.
‘It is an exciting
development for ACCA
in Latin America and we
are pleased to be working

with BLA to strengthen the
accountancy and wider finance
profession here.’
BLA is a Colombian
company with more than
13 years’ experience in the
consultancy business and 10
years of experience providing
finance and accounting
training to its clients, including
lecturing at universities.
Edmundo Florez, director
of BLA, said: ‘We are delighted
about our partnership with
ACCA, and immensely proud
of the fact that Business &
Legal Advisories is the first
IFRS training business in
Latin America that has been
accredited by ACCA.’ ■
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In search of special skills
The nomination process for 2015 ACCA Council elections is now open. Members are
invited to put themselves forward as candidates by 17 June

Nominations are invited for
any ACCA members wishing
to stand for election to the
Council at the 2015 AGM.
Council is the governing
body of ACCA and has a
pivotal role in ACCA affairs.
It has a wide-ranging remit
that includes:
ensuring that ACCA
operates in the public
interest and delivers the
objectives stated in its
royal charter
setting the direction of
ACCA through regular
approval of ACCA strategy
ensuring that governance
structures are aligned in
order to deliver strategy
engaging with members to
promote strategic direction
acting on behalf of all
members and on behalf
of future generations of
members (today’s students)
providing an objective
environment for the
executive team to explore
new ideas or challenges.

*
*
*
*
*
*
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Council and the executive
team collaborate to devise
ACCA’s strategy, which is then
approved by the Council.
Delivery of strategy is the
responsibility of the executive
team, with governance of the
process and performance
management provided by
Council.
Whatever their
geographical or sectoral
bases, Council members do
not represent particular areas
or particular functions; they are
elected by the membership as
a whole.
Candidates in the Council
elections come from all parts
of the world, from every
sector of the profession, and
represent a wide range of
senior positions. Long-term
or technical experience is
valuable, but so is an ability
to participate in strategic
decision-making. Council
experience as such is not
necessary. However, an
understanding of good

governance is essential, and
personal and professional
integrity must be of the
highest standard.
ACCA expects members to
bring the following skills and
attributes to Council:
an ability to take a strategic
and analytical approach
and see the big picture
an understanding of the
business and the market
communication and
networking skills
an ability to interact with
peers and respect the views
of others
decision-making abilities
an ability to act in an
ambassadorial role in many
different environments
planning and time
management
a willingness to learn and
develop.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Anyone wishing to stand
must be nominated by at
least 10 other members of
good standing.
Candidates should
supply a head-and-shoulders
photograph and an election
statement of up to 500 words.
Candidates are also required
to sign declarations of their
willingness to comply with,
and be bound by, the code of
practice for Council members.
Candidates will have
the opportunity to produce
a video in support of their
election statements. The
videos will be posted on the
ACCA website, together with
the written statements and
photographs.
The closing date for
the submission of nominations
to the secretary is 17 June
2015. ■
For more information:

Go to www.accaglobal.com/ab/164, or email secretariat@
accaglobal.com quoting ‘Council elections’ in the subject line
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ACCA member
benefits
Employability
Membership improves
earning power and job
prospects on a global
scale.
Influence and
representation
Members play key
roles in representing
and developing the
profession, backed by
cutting-edge research.
Knowledge and
connections
Keep up to date with
our publications and
social media feeds. Our
events let you network
with a large peer group.
Personal development
CPD, training and career
progression support.
ACCA Careers
Our career portal gives
guidance and lists job
vacancies worldwide.
Customer care
Fast and efficient
support around the
clock, by phone, email
and webchat.
Go to www.accaglobal.
com/memberbenefits
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Capacity for Kabul

Agreement between ACCA and Afghanistan Ministry of Finance is
the latest step in building up accountancy profession in the region
ACCA and the Afghanistan
Ministry of Finance have
signed an agreement to
develop the accountancy
profession in Afghanistan.
The memorandum of
understanding (MoU) will
see the Afghan government
and ACCA set up an
infrastructure for the long-term
development of the finance
profession in the country.
The agreement sets out
the objectives for building
accountancy capacity in
Afghanistan, with ACCA
providing expert advice
and guidance on a broad
range of areas, such as the
establishment of a national
professional accounting
organisation, qualification
development, professional
regulation and member issues.
‘ACCA is honoured and
delighted to sign this MoU,’
said ACCA’s executive director
– markets, Stephen Heathcote.

▲ Infrastructure initiation

Stephen Heathcote with Naim Sadat, treasury program
coordinator at the Afghanistan Ministry of Finance
‘We share the same aims of
working in the public interest,
advocating the value of the
accountancy profession
to broader society and in
economic development.
‘ACCA has an excellent
knowledge of capacity building

in emerging economies, and
works with NGOs, regulators,
governments and learning
providers around the world
to develop the profession in
countries where there is a need
for professionally qualified and
regulated accountants.’

Rollout of CBT qualification moves online learning forward
ACCA and Pearson VUE have teamed up to introduce computer-based testing (CBT) across
ACCA’s Fundamentals Skills Level (F5-F9) exams.
The F5-F9 exams will begin their transition to CBT towards the end of 2016, with students
initially having the choice of taking CBT or paper exams. ACCA has agreed with learning
providers and employers that any changes introduced across the ACCA Qualification will be
phased, ensuring that both they and students have time to adapt to the changes.
Pearson VUE has global experience in delivering CBT, making it an ideal partner for
ACCA to provide secure and robust CBT for the Qualification’s exams.
The agreement not only reflects ACCA’s commitment to leading innovation in
professional education but also enables ACCA to customise its computer-based exams to
ensure they retain their rigour.
For example, the F5-F9 exams will continue to feature the longer questions in exams that
test students’ ability to apply their knowledge. For these longer question types, the marking
will continue to be carried out by human experts.
Helen Brand, chief executive of ACCA, said: ‘ACCA first introduced CBT for the
Fundamental Knowledge exams in 1998, and this agreement with Pearson VUE represents
the next stage in ACCA’s transition, ensuring the ACCA Qualification remains relevant to
today’s business environment.’
For more information, go to www.accaglobal.com/ab/162

CPD
Get verifiable CPD units by
reading technical articles
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